They Are Counting On Us To Make Their Days Count.

Because tuition only covers 85 percent of our annual operating budget, Palma School relies on contributions to the Palma Fund. This annual giving program enhances the quality of a Palma education, providing teachers and coaches with classroom resources, including state-of-the-art technology like new Apple computers and wireless network infrastructure, and additional funding for financial aid and the arts.

**Why support the Palma Fund?**

Donations to the Palma Fund support all aspects of Palma’s programs and activities during the current school year. Annual giving donations directly support classroom instruction, faculty, staff and coaching salaries, the arts, community service, and all co-curricular activities.

Annual giving funds provide Principal David Sullivan with the resources to attract, hire and retain the best teachers in our area. In addition, annual giving allows our President, Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C., to respond quickly to unanticipated opportunities and needs when they arise.

Large, small, or somewhere in between, all gifts matter and all gifts make a difference. Please join us in giving the gift of education. Every student will benefit. Make your Palma Fund gift today!

The Palma Fund
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### Join the Tradition

Palma School is currently accepting applications for the 2012/2013 academic year. If you know of a young man who would be a great addition to the Palma tradition, please contact Mr. Chris Dalman in the Admission Office at 831.422.6391 or email admission@palmaschool.org

**OPEN HOUSE:**
November 6, 2011  12-2 pm

**VISITATION DAYS:**
December 7, 2011
January 9, 2012

**ADMISSION TESTS:**
December 10, 2011
January 14, 2012
January 28, 2012
February 11, 2012

EXCELLENCE  |  VALUES  |  LEADERSHIP
MISSION STATEMENT

Palma is dedicated to providing young men an excellent college preparatory education in a Roman Catholic environment that embraces *The Essential Elements of an Edmund Rice Christian Brother Education* and challenges each individual to develop spiritually, intellectually, morally, physically, and socially.
I have had some time over this summer to reflect on a goodly number of items that haven’t really had enough time to percolate through my thought process during the course of a normal school year. I’m not sure if that is because of time restraints on my part or the ultimate realization that “normal” isn’t as common as it used to be. Not that I spend a lot of time staring out my office window and wondering what’s about to happen. I have, over these past 24 years, acquired both a sense of, and an appreciation for, what it is that is happening here on this campus on a regular basis. To me it’s nothing short of remarkable and truly impressive.

I wonder if the folks who worked so hard more than 60 years ago to establish a parish high school for boys and girls here, under the Palma banner, would recognize what their worthy project has turned into as we begin the 2011/2012 school year. There is no doubt in my mind but that Palma is today the premier private Catholic school along the central coast with an impressive array of academic offerings, college-prep courses second to none, and well-balanced athletic program that is, more often than not, in serious consideration for excellence beyond the classroom on a regular basis. I know Palma is a school like no other; it is here that we see, on a regular basis, boys transformed into outstanding young men who have been well prepared for college and beyond.

Growth is certainly “fun” to watch and we have an abundance of “fun” here at Palma on a regular basis; this is not to say, however, that there haven’t been a challenge or two along the way. I’ve heard many terrific success stories over the years and those stories reflect nicely on three components of each success story: on the young man, on his parents and support network, and, of course, on Palma. What a wonderful blend we have here to continue that process on a regular basis, year after year. I will confess, though, that there are usually some surprise stories scattered along the way in that the timeliness or degree of success wasn’t always so obvious or predictable; late bloomers are certainly reality. Those elements of working with adolescent boys are certainly key in making this place we all know as Palma so special.

Our faculty and staff and coaches, no doubt, are key in helping form our young men along the way and they do it so very well. Our parents, of course, have done the early “heavy lifting” and have, for the most part, done a terrific job in pointing their son(s) in the right direction; the parents give us a great product with which to work over a given number of semesters in preparing each boy for college and beyond.

All of these good things happen on behalf of our young men. Some are aware of the process and program along the way. Some don’t begin to appreciate the process and program and sacrifices made until they have the wisdom of experience and comparison. Some have been so close to the process and program that they can’t see it for what it is — a master plan for success now and beyond.

All of you know that we are a tuition-driven school that depends in large part on the generosity of our parents, of our graduates, and of our friends, to help the Palma machine run smoothly. A conscious effort is made every year to keep Palma’s tuition as affordable as possible with the fact that tuition alone means that everyone receives some level of subsidy in attending Palma. This is why the success of the Palma Fund and other fund-raising so common here is so critical every year. Being a Christian Brothers school in the traditions of Blessed Edmund Rice, Palma seeks qualified students from across the economic spectrum of our community. I understand that some boys are at a distinct disadvantage at the start in beginning Palma’s rigorous programs because nothing or very little was required of them elsewhere prior to their arrival on the Palma campus. It is my view that “catch-ups” do happen and when there is a level playing field, we see more common ground than differences that lead to success for all. Palma’s parents, graduates and friends have been instrumental in allowing Palma to provide quality programs to our young men over each of the last 60 years.

Your active participation in your son’s education is expected and will, I promise, bear much fruit eventually. Your active participation in Palma’s various fund-raising endeavors during the year will make, I promise, a difference. Your active participation in Palma’s annual Palma Fund will, I promise, help Palma bridge the gap between what the true expense of a quality Palma education is as compared to tuition dollars realized. You will make a difference — I promise. Thank you.
Another year has flown by. This is my fourth article since being elected Chairman of the Palma Board. June 2012 will mark the end of my nine years on the Board and, per the bylaws, my last. It will also be my final opportunity to thank all of you who have made my tenure so rewarding. The Board brought on two new members this past year: Henry Dill, a Palma alum, and Brother Peter Zawot, Principal of Damian High School in Hawaii. Joe Pezzini, also a Palma Alum, is joining the Board in September.

When you see these fine volunteers, please give them a warm welcome.

Al Friedrich, Vice Chairman of the Board, has finished his maximum Board term of nine years this past June.

Al has been key to our finances, having served as Chair of the Finance Committee for all nine years. His hand-selected committee is comprised of some of the most astute financial gurus any board could have. Thanks to Al and Business Manager George Garibay, Palma has increased its financial position to having a surplus, enabling us to provide financial aid to many of our deserving students. Al has agreed to stay on the Finance Committee, as will I. Thanks, Al, for all you have and continue to do for Palma. Don Chapin has agreed to replace Al as the Vice Chairman. Thanks, Don.

As you all know, we successfully completed our last capital campaign to build the multi-purpose building and track. Our next fund raising effort is channeled toward the future growth of the campus. Currently the school is landlocked and cannot expand unless we acquire more property. Recently we purchased 2 houses adjacent to the campus through bank loans. A committee has been formed to raise funds to pay off the loans and raise additional money to purchase property as it becomes available. The committee is chaired by Lou Calcagno and has named the new endeavor: Palma Tomorrow. You will certainly be hearing more about how you can help in the near future.

Palma continues to assist boys turn into fine young men. I was once again privileged to hand out diplomas to the 115 graduates this past June. I know all the parents are proud and rightfully so. Our world will continue to be a better place with the addition of our graduates.

In looking back at my time on the Board, I can say it has been an extremely warming and fulfilling experience. Thank you to the Board members for successfully guiding Palma toward the future. Thank you to the dedicated teachers and staff who help mold our boys into gentlemen. Thank you to the parents who make sacrifices to make possible the Palma education for their sons. Thank you to all the generous donors who have and will continue to support Palma. Thank you to my wife Mary Ann who has always been my sounding board. Finally, thank you Brother Dunne for your constant support of me and your dedication to Palma. We would not be the success we are without your steady guiding hand.
Principal’s Message

PALMA! It is our mission here at Palma to challenge the growth and development of the entire young man: spiritually, intellectually, morally, physically, and socially. This mission is a daunting task of the highest purpose, and it takes a real community to make this possible. I am grateful to the many who share with us in making this mission so effective: our President, Br. Dunne, CFC, the Palma teachers, staff, volunteers, parents, alumni and benefactors who make it their priority to see to the success of a thriving Palma now and well into the future. I am sure that the Founder of the Christian Brothers, Blessed Brother Edmund Rice, would be proud of the community he would find here united by his vocation and charism. I am humbled by that long legacy of tradition and the storied history of Palma’s transformation over the last 60 years into the top-caliber college preparatory education it is today for so many young men. This is Palma’s 61st year of excellence in education!

There is an essence of achievement that has taken root here over the last six decades. Our students are challenged to take risks for the right reasons — about extending themselves to become young men who are LEADERS — by what they say and, more importantly, by what they do — who they are in and out of the classrooms, on and off these hallowed grounds we proudly call Palma. They are mentored and coached here by exceptionally dedicated teachers and role models to grow, to take risks, to volunteer of themselves, and to learn, all of which require hard work and determination. We challenge Palma students to be leaders. We challenge them to emulate the life example of a saintly hero and founder of Palma’s founders, Blessed Edmund Rice himself. We tell them to be Leaders — we tell them to be Palma Chieftains!

This kind of success does not just happen. Successful schools are created. They are forged by the toils of many highly committed people. In gratitude, I beseech you all to share our joy and energy as we commit ourselves to making Palma School ever more successful. We have a history here of many good and giving people with willing and gracious hearts. I encourage you to continue this legacy with the same generous hospitality of so many leaders before us.

Go Chieftains!
Maya Angelou said, “I’ve learned that you shouldn’t go through life with a catcher’s mitt on both hands; you need to be able to throw some things back.” Looking back on this year, it’s clear that the Palma community knows this too. The spirit of giving and volunteerism is alive and well at Palma!

Palma is proud to have remained a priority for our donors and we are grateful for the high levels of support, in its many forms, that we received during the 2010-2011 fiscal year. We are here to assure you that your faith in us is well placed; this President’s Report of giving is but a public record of your generosity and your trust in us.

The real fundraising story for 2010-2011 is the number of donors to the Palma Fund. While in keeping with national trends on giving in times of economic crisis, the average size of gifts to the Palma Fund decreased; however, the number of gifts received from our many constituents increased last year. In fact, we had an 18% increase in the number of gifts over the previous year. There is indeed great strength in numbers!

Participation highlights include a 37% increase of current parents making a gift to the Palma Fund, a figure well above prior years. In addition, for the second year in a row, 100% of Palma’s faculty and staff donated to the Fund as well! All along, we have asked members of our extended school community to give as they are able, but above all, give. They have responded with a great vote of confidence for Palma, and we are extremely grateful. Our record of giving, in a monetary sense, is certainly being celebrated here, but another form of “giving” also deserves mention, and that is the extent to which parents, grandparents, alumni, alumni parents, coaches and many others give of their time and talent in support of Palma. These gifts are in many ways immeasurable but go a long way toward enriching the school experience for all of us.

On behalf of the students and my fellow colleagues, thank you for your generous financial support of Palma School through annual giving. Your contributions play an essential part in supporting and sustaining everything that we love about Palma. Your gift makes an important and affirming statement about both the school and its mission to equip our students for lives of achievement, leadership, and service. Thank you for helping to ensure that Palma continues to be able to meet the demands of an ever-changing world.

Tracy Jones
Director of Institutional Advancement

Your gift makes an important and affirming statement about both the School and its mission to equip our students for lives of achievement, leadership, and service.
Fare Thee Well — Mrs. Mary Val

When Mrs. Mary Val was hired as the office manager 28 years ago, things were a little different. There was no machine cranking out hundreds of copies all day; they all had to be done, by hand, on a mimeograph machine. If one needed a form or a flyer made up, it was done on a typewriter. There was no e-mail, there were no Excel spreadsheets, and, certainly, no endless stream of confiscated cell phones buzzing and ringing in the corner. Through all these changes and new technologies, and the thousands of students that have been handed late passes, detention notices, and of course, razors, some things have remained the same, constants in an ever-evolving environment, and one of those has been the smiling, welcoming, and ever calming presence of Mrs. Mary Val.

Perhaps it was her experience prior to arriving at Palma as the Director of Recreation on a cruise ship that prepared her to handle what one might call the organized chaos that is inevitable with more than 500 young men on campus. Or maybe it was because, in addition to being exceptionally organized, entirely composed, and utterly efficient, Mrs. Val has been, above all, a loving and devoted mother to her own two children that she was able to greet each day thousands of students and endless phone calls with grace, professionalism and some of her characteristic charm and wit.

When given the opportunity to offer their congratulations and to say their goodbyes, the alumni response was immediate and heartfelt. Every comment recognized Mrs. Val’s unique kindness, patience, compassion and her sincere dedication to each and every student and his family. Best of luck to you, Mrs. Val, as you begin your next chapter; you will be dearly missed!

“Mrs. Val always had a smile on her face. I don’t think I ever once saw her in a bad mood. It always made me feel special how she would remember each student’s name especially coming back to Palma long after graduation.”
— Sergio Silva ’10

“I would leave 7th period art class senior year during football season to get M&Ms from Mrs. Val. We were MTAL champs that year! Thanks Mrs. Val for all you have done.”
— Mark Andrew ’87

“Mrs. Val rocks! Enjoy retirement!!”
— Andy Yuan ’86

“I remember Mrs. Val as the nicest lady ever. One time she told me to cut my hair; she was right. Love you, Mrs. Val.”
— Gregory Franke ’02

“Mrs. Val was always nice and really did a great job in the office.”
— Christian Piñón ’03

“Mrs. Val rocks! She always was helpful and treated us like we were her own kids. I spent my share of time waiting in line for Br. Dunne to lecture me. My time with her was the calm before the storm!”
— Corey Riha ’92

“Mrs. Val would always greet me at the office every morning because I was late practically every day. Or I would call to go home sick (I may have faked it but it made me a better actor in my career!!). She knew me better than anyone else in the school at that time most likely! She is such a sweetheart and I wish her the best in life.”
— Joe Quinones ’04

“End of an era. Mrs. Val was there when I started Palma in 7th grade. We all know that was back when dirt was clean!”
— Dave Wiley ’85

“Thanks for your unconditional kindness, Mrs. Val.”
— Efrain Nieto ’00

“I’ve always appreciated Mrs. Val’s smiling face in the mornings. Happy retirement!”
— Vic Hinson ’90

“Congrats and enjoy the golden years of retirement.”
— William Gong ’90

“Thank you for all of your years of working at Palma, and thank you for your kindness!”
— Alec Andalon ’09

“Mrs. Val was always nice and really did a great job in the office.”
— Eric Esquer ’87

“Mrs. Val was awesome. Great help, and was always so supportive. Palma is losing a great woman.”
— Joe Quinones ’04
Mrs. Val always was very pleasant to see in the mornings when I was late to school. She is a very pretty lady with a wonderful smile. Good luck wherever you find yourself.

— Francis Hocke ‘93

“I used to forge my mom’s signature on my excuse notes…she always looked at me as if she knew. When I turned 18, she told me to stop forging my mom’s signature and sign it myself!”

— Javier Jimenez ‘92

“Mrs. Val was probably one of the kindest and most sincere individuals I have ever had the pleasure of meeting. She always had a smile on her face and was willing to go out of her way to help any student. I remember going back to Palma after graduating several times and she always had something nice to say that would cheer up your day. She was (and I’m sure still) easy to talk to and I enjoyed many good conversations with her that kept me at Palma for hours.”

— Luca Casabella ‘92

“Mary thanks for always helping out no matter how busy you were.”

— Dan Jaramillo ‘93

“Mrs. Val, I always thought the world of you…wishing the very best in your retirement.”

— Joe Flores ‘85

“Mrs. Val, I know you couldn’t have forgotten me after how many times I had to visit you. From putting together newsletters with the detention squad to assisting me with my facial grooming needs, you were always pleasant and as helpful as possibly. I wish nothing but good times and happiness upon you in your retirement, and thanks again for your kindness.”

— Dominic Rivelli ‘09

“Mrs. Val: Always smiling and friendly, which is quite a feat when dealing with an avalanche of teenaged boys each day.”

— Andrew Sokolowski ‘93

Fare Thee Well — Mrs. Daryl Lyon

Mrs. Daryl Lyon with her family

Tradition. Commitment. Pursuit of excellence. This is the standard that all Palma students are expected to uphold, and for the past 24 years, young men have had perhaps no better example, no better embodiment of these ideals than Mrs. Daryl Lyon.

In 1987, she came to Palma as Ms. Escalera, hired to Chair the Department of English, to be the Director of the High School Awards Assembly, and to be the Palma Yearbook Advisor. It was a tall order by anyone’s standards, but if there is one thing that has been evident over the past 24 years, it has been that Mrs. Lyon will always go above and beyond for her students, she will give selflessly to others, and she will remain committed to each student until he succeeds.

Mrs. Lyon had a reputation for being a tough teacher, a teacher who will challenge a student and stretch his limits; but this reputation did not stop her from being the most sought-after teacher during her tenure, and the one who alumni remember 20 years later, the one they ask for the minute they step on campus, and the one who they most often thank for pushing them, for demanding their absolute best.

It is because of her fierce dedication to her craft, her enthusiasm for the subject of English, and above all her passion for students that Mrs. Daryl Lyon will be sorely missed as one of the finest members of Palma’s faculty. Mrs. Lyon, we offer our heartfelt thanks to you for 24 memorable years. Your students will miss you!

“Mrs. Lyon, or as I knew her, Mrs. Escalera, was by far the most demanding teacher I ever had, period. She never put up with any crap from any of the boys. Some would say that couldn’t make her a very popular teacher. However, she was loved and respected by all of us. She had a certain compassion for us, sort of like a parent. She actually cared. She was without a doubt the most favorite teacher I ever had at Palma or anywhere else. I wish her the best at whatever comes next, and I thank her for everything she taught us and did for us. Thanks, Mrs. Lyon.”

— Joshua Rudisill ‘95

“Mrs. Lyon was THE best English teacher…I’ve always enjoyed her classes… Happy retirement!”

— Vic Hinson ‘90

“Mrs. Lyon’s was my favorite teacher at Palma. I loved her classes, and I’m so lucky that I had her as a teacher. She taught me so much! Happy retirement, Mrs. Lyon!”

— Carlos Nieto ‘06

“I had Mrs. Lyon as a pre-college writing teacher in ’88 when she was Miss Escalera. You were lucky to have her all those years.”

— Mark Connolly ‘88
"I can’t think about literature without remembering World Lit with Mrs. Lyon senior year. Happy retirement, Mrs. Lyon! The AP tests I took after your classes were the only ones I passed!" — Phillipe Bernard ‘01

"Mrs. Lyon, congratulations! Thank you for everything you did for me and the class of ’09 (your favorite). You taught us a lot about English but also a lot about how to act like men. Best of luck to you!" — Nico Caro ‘09

"Mrs. Lyon, having you for both junior and senior honors English was a very pivotal point for me. I would never have been able to become a scientist and get my doctorate without the foundation of critical thinking, analysis and writing that could be found in room B1. I will always be very thankful that you pushed us more than most teachers. I’m also thankful because I think you pushed me more than some of my classmates. Who would’ve thought that after all that trouble I had when we first started writing that I’d be a published author! I’m even more thankful for your help and guidance during the year I taught at Palma. I was able to take those lessons and become a fantastic TA when I was in grad school at UC Davis. Most of all, I want to thank you for teaching me how to think and for being one of the best educators I’ve had the privilege of knowing. I sincerely hope you enjoy a very well deserved retirement.” — Michael Varela ‘96

"Thank you for being an amazing English teacher! I won’t forget your kindness and dedication.” — Christian Piñon ‘03

"Mrs. Lyon really prepared us for writing essays in college and the future.” — Alec Andalon ‘09

"Mrs. Lyon was tough! She definitely prepared me for all the reading and writing we had to do at SMC, and for the little bit of journalism I did after college. Enjoy your retirement!” — Michael Hannas ‘98

"Mrs. Escalera is who I remember, and I remember her passing me in English class when maybe I wasn’t supposed to pass. With that I graduated high school on time, and people often compliment me on my ability to write. I also finished my first business plan, and my composition has received many kudos for its content. Thank you Mrs. Lyon…you changed my life.” — Francis Hocke ‘93

"Mrs. Lyon was by far the best teacher I’ve ever had the pleasure of being in class with. I aced so many classes using the skills she taught me.” — Kevin Sullivan ‘92

"Mrs. Lyon, as your favorite student of all time, I would like to sincerely thank you for putting up with me. Beyond the English lessons you gave, you also gave me a whole lot of knowledge about respect, and that is something I will hold with me for the rest of my days. I truly hope you enjoy your retirement, and may you never have to deal with knuckleheads like me again.” — Dominic Rivelli ‘09

"Happy for Mrs. Lyon on her retirement, but the school will miss an excellent teacher. She was always my favorite.” — Charlie Fink ‘01

"Mrs. Lyon is a great teacher, and I’m sure she will be missed.” — Stephen French ‘08

"Mrs. Lyon was one of the best teachers I ever had. No nonsense, and she made us think. That was the best part. Some of my success as an officer in the Marines is due to her positive influences.” — Ryan Orozco ‘97

"Congrats and enjoy the golden years of retirement.” — William Gong ‘90

"Thank you for everything you taught me, Mrs. Lyon.” — James Berrera ‘09

"I love Mrs. Lyon! She was one of the best, most influential teachers of my life (in spite of us not making it the easiest time here)...I am lucky to have had a teacher like her. Thank you so much!” — Chris Rand ‘05

"Daryl, thanks for giving me the confidence to write my thoughts in an articulate way. Your teaching helped me tremendously at the University of Notre Dame, and although we didn’t always see eye to eye you made me a better student.” — Dan Jaramillo ‘93

"Mrs. Lyon was my 7th grade teacher and my senior year English teacher. I have known her for many years. Happy retirement and enjoy your freedom!” — Javier Jimenez ‘92

"Mrs. Lyon (or “The Teacher Formerly Known as Ms. Escalera”): Demand- ing, made you work hard for every grade, chose some great literature for us to read, and was an awesome teacher. Congrats!” — Andrew Sokolowski ‘93

"Mrs. Lyon: Thanks for your understanding towards the Mexican-American students. Because most of us grew up bilingual so you knew that English Lit might not have been our strength, at least it wasn’t mine. Thus thanks for the C- that you gave me my second semester senior year, I probably deserved a D. I am still making the effort to improve my English vocab!” — Efrain Nieto ‘00

"I have one story about Mrs. Daryl Lyon that I would like to share. I was at a former classmate’s wedding. Mrs. Daryl Lyon was also in attendance as a guest. Another former classmate who had failed Mrs. Daryl Lyon’s English class his senior year was also in attendance. Hearing this former classmate tell Mrs. Daryl Lyon that it was okay she had flunked him because, ‘I AM A PHOENIX RISING FROM THE ASHES!’ remains one of the highlights of my life. I can still see him thrusting his inebriated finger towards the heavens to indicate the direction which he was rising from the ashes like it was yesterday. Thank you for having failed the Phoenix, Mrs. Daryl Lyon.” — Dave Stewart ‘88
The Top Ten Men of ’11

Palma’s mission is to instill in its young men a passion for learning and provide a solid educational foundation on which to build. Each year we salute the seniors whose outstanding performance in the classroom exemplifies this mission. Following, the ten seniors with the highest grade point averages in their class reveal their plans for college and beyond, reflect on their years at Palma, and offer sage advice to the next generation of Chieftains.

Daniel Brock
University of California, San Diego

“I have really enjoyed my six years at Palma as I have created many lasting friendships and memories. I had many opportunities to pursue what I wanted at Palma. All of the Honors and AP classes allowed me to challenge myself and really prepared me for my college classes by teaching me good study habits and how to manage my time. Basketball and track taught me discipline and helped me learn to work with others. Some advice I would like to give new students is to simply do all of your work. Actually doing the readings and homework your teachers assign will really help you understand what you are learning and you won’t feel the need to have to cram all night before every test. I would also suggest getting involved in sports or clubs as soon as possible as they make it very easy to find new friends who have the same interests as you. My time at Palma has given me the confidence I need to be successful in college and has allowed me to become the well-rounded person I am today.”

“My time at Palma has given me the confidence I need to be successful in college and has allowed me to become the well-rounded person I am today.”

Andrew Ellison
University of California, Davis

“Next year, I will be studying biology with an emphasis in exercise biology. Hopefully, I will attend medical school afterward. I believe I am the only person attending Davis from Palma this year. It parallels the situation of my first day at Palma when I knew absolutely no one because I was commuting from Santa Cruz. Palma has placed me in many situations outside of my comfort zone that have been very positive influences on my personality. Palma for the last six years of my life was a valuable experience full of good friends and excitement. Palma has been a solid stepping-stone in my preparation for college. It has taught me much in terms of patience and determination, especially on the basketball court. Overall, the lifelong friendships are the greatest treasure of my Palma education. A few suggestions for incoming students would be try out for any sport that you may want to play because there is nothing worse than wondering how you might have done, and if you are in a social setting strike up a conversation with whomever is near you because they may become one of your best friends for the rest of your life. My final suggestion would be do your summer reading and don’t be a jerk, those are two things you should always think about.”

“Palma has placed me in many situations outside of my comfort zone that have been very positive influences on my personality. Palma was a valuable experience.”

Bart Bruno
California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo

“Going to Palma has been a great experience. It taught me to pursue my goals because I know that with some hard work, I can achieve anything. I’ve learned that I can push myself in the classroom to study harder and give the extra effort to run just a little faster and a little farther on the field during soccer and cross country workouts. I know that in college, there will be nothing that will come my way that Palma has not prepared me for. After looking back at the past six years, the advice I would give to someone entering Palma would be to get involved in everything and to get to know everybody because the great memories and the great friendships will last a lifetime.”

“Get involved in everything and to get to know everybody because the great memories and the great friendships will last a lifetime.”

Daniel Johnsen
Westmont College, Santa Barbara

“I have to admit, the first couple weeks as a freshman at Palma weren’t easy for me; it was a totally new environment with totally new people. However, I found my place at Palma through the simple act of getting involved. I tried out for a sport, began to attend different club meetings, and, in time, found people and activities I could identify with at Palma. Looking back on it, I believe my success, and the success of many of my classmates, can be attributed to the opportunities that Palma provided for us and the extent to which we took advantage of those opportunities. It was through getting involved in the many possibilities surrounding me that I grew closer to my class and began to find what my passions really are. Thus, in this way, a
very important truth was instilled in me through my time at Palma: getting involved, capitalizing on opportunities presented to me, will lead to success and growth in all aspects of my life. Getting involved was how the ESLRs were truly manifested during my four years at Palma.

Obviously, if I were to give any advice to a fellow Chieftain, it would simply be to get involved, to try new things, and, in the process, to discover what you truly love to do. You will never be able to have an honest opinion of something until you experience it for yourself, without the outside pressures of the world to sway you one way or another. You may love to write; join the literary journal team or submit an article to the newspaper. You may love to serve the underprivileged; attend an interact club meeting or participate in an event with the Edmund Rice Society. And who knows? It may not be your thing. All I say is to try it! Try anything that you may have the least bit of interest in. In the end, it just might turn out to be more rewarding than you ever could have imagined.”

“I believe my success, and the success of many of my classmates, can be attributed to the opportunities that Palma provided for us.”

Zayne Johnson
Point Loma Nazarene University, San Diego

“Next fall I will be attending Point Loma Nazarene University in sunny San Diego. I will be studying business administration in hopes of becoming the president of my own business. Over the last six years at Palma, I have really learned how to view hard work as an opportunity to better myself and not just a project or assignment that has to be done. Once I had a positive perspective, Palma became a place of much opportunity, limited only by my own hesitance and apprehension. Looking back, Palma was the best place for me to be and I thoroughly enjoyed my time there. My advice to new students at Palma is have fun, make sure you have your priorities straight. Being too busy makes keeping school a priority very difficult. Make friends, go to sporting events, stay on top of your work and Palma will be nothing but a great experience.”

“Over the last six years at Palma, I have really learned how to view hard work as an opportunity to better myself and not just a project or assignment that has to be done.”

Caisen Mirassou
Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles

“As a kid, I often heard stories of Palma, though they often involved the antics of my dad and uncles. Nonetheless, when it came time for me to enter Jr. High, Palma was definitely the place I wanted to go. I have loved the school since I first set foot on campus and it is with great sadness, as well as a great sense of preparedness, that I leave the school that I have called home since I was 12.

Academics has always been my focus while at Palma, though I have taken part in a number of school activities and have been a member of many of its clubs. Because of this intellectual focus, I feel very well prepared for college. I will be attending Loyola Marymount University this fall, where I plan on majoring in History and eventually earning a teaching credential. I also consider double-majoring or minoring in English, Political Science, or Theology. Palma’s quality staff in these departments, Mr. Carnazzo, Mr. Schipper, Mrs. Lyon, Mr. Bergez, and many others, have all benefited me to great extent and have all inspired me to pursue a career in education, for the fulfillment that comes when the light of knowledge is lit in a student’s mind thanks to the teacher, if not for the pay. I know that the Edmund Rice Christian Brothers’ Education that I’ve received at Palma that has led to my spiritual, moral, intellectual, physical, and social growth, followed by the Jesuit education that I will receive next year, will help me to become what God intended for me to become.

“I have loved the school since I first set foot on campus and it is with great sadness, as well as a great sense of preparedness, that I leave the school.”

Ted Rios
University of California, San Diego

“When I attend the UC San Diego next year, I intend to major in Human Biology in order to go on to study Optometry in graduate school. I’ll be leaving this city and most of its people, and I can’t help but reminisce about the times I’ve had while I was at Palma. A lot of the teachers there have been pretty memorable and very helpful. Whether it’s Mrs. Lyon’s search for the deeper meanings to the great works of literature or Mr. Carnazzo pummeling information about the Great Depression or the Gilded Age, they have all challenged me and prepared me for the next step. Track and Cross Country have also been the most amazing experiences. But it’s really a testament to how supporting and friendly the long distance team has been through all the hard workouts and competitive races. Some advice that I’d give to students going to Palma would be to try to find a sport that you can really love doing because staying active and participating in your school can be a really fun and engaging experience. Another piece of
Advice would be to take applying to colleges very seriously and apply to a wide variety, so one is not limited in their choice. Lastly, try to do one’s best in all classes even if they can seem boring at times. Every grade counts and ultimately helps decide where one will be going after Palma."

“Try to find a sport that you can really love doing because staying active and participating in your school can be a really fun and engaging experience.”

Angelo Scattini  
*California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo*

“Before coming to Palma, I was very shy and reserved; I was intelligent but slightly socially awkward. Because of my family’s long history at Palma, I was very excited to come in the seventh grade, yet still nervous, as I would be the only one from my old school attending Palma. Despite all my fretting, the excellent teachers and wonderful atmosphere helped me break out of my shell and have a great six years. Going through classes, clubs, and athletics with my fellow students created experiences that I will always look back on as some of the best of my life, and friendships that will last a lifetime. If I could give a piece of advice to incoming students at Palma, it would be to try everything, and then once you find what you love, to pursue your passions to the fullest. If there’s one thing that my teachers at Palma always instilled in me, it was how to act as a man, to respect others and to be responsible for my actions. I know that this lesson, as well as the rest of my excellent Palma education has prepared me for my next years in college, and the years to come after that.”

“If there’s one thing that my teachers at Palma always instilled in me, it was how to act as a man, to respect others and to be responsible for my actions.”

Kyle Sterrett  
*University of California, Los Angeles*

“Next year I will be attending UCLA. While there I plan to pursue a degree in Psychology with the hope of going into post graduate studies in the field of Industrial and Organizational Psychology. In seventh grade when we were presented with the ESLRs they had little meaning to me. Thinking about them now as a graduate I have seen just how much meaning these educational goals have had for me. In the last six years at Palma I have become a dedicated student, a stronger athlete, a more devout follower of God, and a better friend. Palma has made me into the person that I am today and going off to college next year I know that I am prepared because of the well-rounded education that I have received. If I could give a piece of advice to a student starting out at Palma I would say, although college seems far off, it is right around the corner, so always try as hard as you can in your classes because they all count and in the end it will all pay off when you get that letter of acceptance to a major university.”

“Palma has made me into the person that I am today and going off to college next year I know that I am prepared because of the well-rounded education that I have received.”

James Toan  
*University of California, Berkeley*

“I plan on majoring in business and obtaining a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration at UC Berkeley next year. I have attended Palma since seventh grade and can safely say that the last six years of my life have been forever changed as a result of the friendly and social atmosphere that permeates through the campus. I have had four brothers graduate from Palma before me and although I was somewhat familiar with the environment and traditions of Palma, I could have never expected how much Palma has changed me for the better. Whether it was being challenged by a rigorous course load of honors and AP classes or being involved in diverse array of sports and extracurricular activities offered at Palma, I have become a stronger and a more mature human being because of Palma’s influence. If I could offer a bit of advice to an incoming Palma Chieftain, it would be to follow your passions and do not be scared to challenge yourself. In high school, it is so easy to just go with the flow and follow suit in what everyone else is doing. But realize the great opportunity that attending Palma School is and take advantage of every opportunity afforded to you. If you have a passion for football, then join the prestigious Palma football team. If you want to be a lawyer, then join the Mock Trial team for some good experience. And if your passion does not happen to be represented at Palma, then get a group together and start your own club. Palma teachers and staff will do everything in their power to develop well-rounded individuals and leaders, but it is up to you the student to choose if you want to be one of them.”

“Palma teachers and staff will do everything in their power to develop well-rounded individuals and leaders, but it is up to you to choose if you want to be one of them.”
Eighth Grade Retreat

Led by Campus Minister Jim Micheletti, the class of 2015 joined forces with Apex Adventures and Happy Valley Conference Center for an interactive retreat held this past spring in the Santa Cruz Mountains. Students began the day with Mass and then continued on to a challenging ropes course meant to encourage team building, foster community spirit, and stretch the limits, both physically and emotionally, of each student. Students responded to each element of the course with determination and positivity. Students came away from the day bonded a bit more closely with their classmates, and with a sense of pride in the teamwork they all displayed.
College Bound

The graduates from the Palma School class of 2011 were accepted to a variety of colleges and universities across the United States. Our hard-working and distinguished graduates earned an array of scholarships from local organizations, foundations, and universities. Congratulations, graduates!

Palma Class of 2011 College Acceptances
Arizona State University
Azusa Pacific University
Bentley College
Boise State University
Boston College
Brigham Young University, Idaho
Butte College
Cabrillo College
California Lutheran University
California State Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
California State University, Channel Islands
California State University, Chico
California State University, Dominguez Hills
California State University, East Bay
California State University, Fresno
California State University, Fullerton
California State University, Long Beach
California State University, Monterey Bay
California State University, Northridge
California State University, Sacramento
Chapman University
Colorado State University
Concordia University, Irvine
Cornell University
Creighton University
Cuesta College
Diablo Valley College
Drexel University
Florida Institute of Technology
Fordham University
Gavilan College
Gonzaga University
Grossmont College
Hartnell College
Humboldt State University
Linfield College
Loyola Marymount University
Loyola University Chicago
Marymount College
Menlo College
Mesa State College
Monteith Peninsula College
Northern Arizona University
Oregon Institute of Technology
Pacific University
Pepperdine University
Point Loma Nazarene University
Polytechnic Institute of NYU
Purdue University
Radford University
Rensselaer University
Rockhurst University
Saint Mary’s College of California
San Diego State University
San Jose State University
Santa Barbara City College
Santa Clara University
Seattle University
Sierra Heights University
Sonoma State University
Southern Oregon University
Spring Hill College
Texas A & M University
The Citadel
The King’s College
The University of Arizona
Tulane University
United States Military Academy
University of Arizona
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Merced
University of California, San Diego
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Santa Cruz
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Dayton
University of Idaho
University of La Verne
University of Massachusetts, Boston
University of Miami
University of Nevada, Reno
University of New Mexico
University of Northern Colorado
University of Oregon
University of Portland
University of Puget Sound
University of Redlands
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
University of the Pacific
University of Washington
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University
Viterbo University
Westminster College
Westmont College
Whitworth University
Willamette University
High School Graduation Awards

Monsignor Thomas J. Earley Gold Medal For Scholastic Proficiency
Daniel Cole Brock
Daniel Jobe Johnsen
Savin Nathaniel Damkar
Andrew Michael Ellison
Tanner James Gaughf
Daniel Jobe Johnsen
Zayne Taylor Johnson
Howard James Leach
Caisen James Mirassou
Max Wang Nguyen
Kyle Thomas Sterrett
Angelo James Scattini
Kyle Thomas Sterrett

Palma Gold Medal in Foreign Language
Palma Gold Medal in Science
Palma Gold Medal in Music
Palma Gold Medal in Theology
Brother Frank Luke Dalton Memorial Award for Excellence in Social Studies and Service
Palma Leadership Award
Brother Martin D. Cunningham Award for Excellence in English
Palma Gold Medal in Mathematics
W.H. “Hank” Muller Outstanding Scholar Athlete Award

The Reverend Monsignor Thomas J. Early Award for
Religious Studies
English Award
Mathematics Award
Music Award
Literature Award
Social Studies Award
Science Award
Foreign Language Award
Fine Arts Award
Brother Edmund Rice Service Award

The Gerald D. Flowers Golden Chieftan Scholarship Award for Service

Junior High Graduation Awards

Peter James Griva
Matthew Ryan Jensen
Dillon Yu Leslie
Rick Keaton, Jr.
Austin Daniel Hussain
Austin Daniel Hussain
Peter James Griva
Austin Daniel Hussain
Jacob Michael Rosales
Jonathan Alexander Garibay
Jonathan Thomas Bennett

Brother Charles McMannus Award for Scholarship, Leadership, Citizenship, and Sportsmanship
Father Victor Farrell Memorial Scholarship

David Alexander Nunes
Jonathan Alexander Garibay
Jose Montes
Steven Camcam
Good afternoon Mr. McCarthy, Brother Dunne, Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Sterrett, faculty, parents, family, and fellow graduates. Today we can rejoice in the completion of our high school years. Today we finish one journey and begin another. Today is the last time all of us will be together. Through our time at Palma we have learned so much, not just about academics but also about each other and ourselves. We have formed great friendships and had experiences that we will never forget. Our teachers and coaches have prepared us for college and our future lives. Without the love and support of our parents, none of us would be here. While today is a day to celebrate and be thankful, it is also a day to look to the future.

We have graduates moving into the University of California and the California State systems, to private schools, and to colleges throughout the country. No matter where we are going, college will create challenges not found in high school. While leaving the safety and comfort of our homes may seem daunting to some, college is a place of new and exciting opportunities for all of us. Our years at Palma have prepared us for the world by teaching us the values that will allow us to be successful men wherever we go. Through our time in the classroom and on the field, we have been instilled with discipline. Whether it be studying before the test instead of going out with friends, or finishing the project our bosses will spring on us at the last minute, Palma has given us the self control we need.

While our teachers may have had different teaching styles, they have all prepared us for the classes we take in college. From getting filled with nonstop information in Mr. Carnazzo’s class to learning about life and growing as people in Mr. Beesley’s class, there is nothing that we are not prepared for. More importantly, Palma has taught us to have honor and be truthful. These are more than just terms in a religion class as they are virtues to be lived by. Truth and honor will help us raise our families in a way that everyone can be proud. These qualities will cause people to respect us and want to be around us. By living with truth and honor we will be able to look ourselves in the mirror and be happy with what we see.

The only thing that can truly hold us back from having the lives we want is fear. Fear is defined as being apprehensive, viewing the future with anxiety or alarm. Whether it is heights, the monster under the bed, or something in between, everyone has fears. Many people are afraid of what the future might hold. Everyone has this uncertainty, and it is this uncertainty that can keep us from our goals. We are afraid because we do not know if we can achieve them, so some might not even try because then at least they wouldn’t fail. At least then they can always think that they could have done it if they had tried. I don’t want to be left wondering, though. I want to be looking back and smiling at the decisions I have made to allow me to reach my goals. Don’t let your preconceived thoughts determine what you can and can’t do. Vince Lombardi once said, “We would accomplish many more things if we did not think of them as impossible.” I am asking you today to take risks and travel outside of your comfort zones. You may not reach every one of your goals, but I guarantee that you will achieve more of them than if you wait until all the pieces line up just right.

Today, our world faces many problems. From the poor state of the economy, to the unsettled governments of the Middle East, to the millions having to go to sleep without any food, our world has a lot of room for improvement. The world also faces the challenge of finding alternative fuel sources that don’t harm the environment. While nuclear power has a lot of potential, we need to find a safer way to take advantage of it. While these problems and problems like these may seem too large for us to solve, it is important to remember that every single solution to every single problem begins with one person, so why can’t that person be any one of us? Even though it may be easy to just let others solve these problems, all of us need to contribute to finding the solutions. As Daniel mentioned, some of us have already started doing our part by helping through the Center for Life program and by building homes for the underprivileged in Mexico. Unfortunately though, most people have a tendency to be bystanders rather than participants. If everyone were to make helping his fellow man a priority, the problems that plague our society would begin to diminish.

As we look into the future, we need to remember today as a day to celebrate and be grateful. We need to remember all the good times we have had throughout high school and be thankful that we have finally reached the end of this chapter of our lives. We should all thank our teachers, coaches, friends, and families who have supported us and helped us grow. Most of all, we should thank our parents for sending us to Palma and always being there for us in the good times and in the bad. And personally, I would like to thank my mom and dad because without them I would not be the man I am today. Now, as we start looking towards the future, I ask all of you my fellow graduates to reach for your goals and to make the world the place you want to live.
Salutatory Address

Daniel Johnsen

Good morning, Mr. John McCarthy, Brother Patrick Dunne, Mr. David Sullivan, Mr. Daniel Sterrett, faculty, parents, family, friends, and fellow graduates. It gives me great pleasure to welcome everyone to our celebration as we complete this phase of our lives.

The Palma School Class of 2011; I don’t have time to express all of the thoughts, emotions and memories that come to mind when I think of my class. It’s amazing how so much can happen in each person’s life during the short time frame that we call high school. Possibilities become accomplishments, efforts become honors, and dreams start to become realities. Today, I would like to highlight some of these accomplishments, honors and dreams that have come to define the class of 2011, a class that has certainly made its mark on Palma School.

I can imagine myself one day in the future sitting in my Lazy Boy chair, fresh cup of tea in hand, and reading glasses resting on my nose, thinking back on what Palma and the class of 2011 really meant to me. I’ll think of the clubs and programs that we started and strengthened; of how we helped pioneer two programs which have become instrumental in both promoting Palma to prospective students and welcoming new students to the Palma community—the former being the Palma Ambassador program and the latter being Palma’s CORE leadership program. I’ll think of how my fellow seniors led the band and Mock Trial team in continuing the success of those programs; of how my class worked together to not only lead existing clubs, but also to establish new clubs like Palma Fellowship of Christian Athletes and the bagpipe club that add to the diversity which helps make Palma what it is. I’ll think of the Diversity Workshop club that, with the help of Mrs. DeSantis, put on Palma’s first ever Diversity Week, in grand fashion I might add.

Then, my mind might just wander to athletics; to think of how our class added new achievements to an already exceptional standard set by classes past; of how the class of 2011 worked with each other to lead the Palma 2010 Varsity Football Team in an undefeated season in league, a thrilling CCS run, and yet another T-CAL title. I’ll probably think of the 8 all T-CAL selections on the team and how a guy named Jack Baird set the all-time rushing record for Palma; I’ll remind myself of the league titles in basketball, cross-country, track and field, golf, swimming, and baseball that our class played a part in winning. I’ll think of the athletes with whom I had the privilege of sharing the field, the court, the track, and the course, that inspired me to work hard in sport, but also in study. And maybe, I’ll think of five of my fellow classmates who went on to play their sports at the division one collegiate level; of guys like Matt Pinizotto, who went on to play golf for the nationally ranked UCLA Bruins (and also taught me how “Cat Daddy” in Calculus.) I’ll remember how I got to read about them in the paper but, even more importantly, of how I got to share genuine experiences with them off the field.

Next, my classmates’ achievements in the classroom may come to mind. I may think back to the first time I shared a classroom with my new high school peers, how I found myself wondering how I was ever going to keep up with these guys sitting around me. I’ll think of how nearly forty percent of my class was represented as NHS members and as California Scholarship Federation Life Members. I’ll think of my fellow classmate and friend Gabe Mathews, who was one of only 800 students nation-wide chosen as a National Merit Scholar. I have to admit, his ridiculous dance moves that he enjoyed performing in class might be brought to mind as well. I’ll think of how many of my classmates stepped up to the challenge of taking an AP class; and how over seventy percent of them succeeded in passing at least one AP exam by the end of their junior year. All this may lead me to think of how my classmates’ hard work in and out of the classroom led to acceptances to some of the most competitive institutions in the country such as UCLA, Berkeley, Vanderbilt, Cornell, and USC.

Sitting there, I am certain that I will think back on the impact that my graduating class had on Palma and on the surrounding community through its service. I’ll think of how my classmates and I didn’t just recite the words “Live Jesus in our hearts, FOREVER,” but how we integrated those words into our lives daily. I’ll think of guys like Colin Spencer who devoted 337 hours of his time in high school to serving those in need—almost six times the requirement of the school; or I’ll think of Kyle Sterrett, who introduced the Palma community to the Get on the Bus Program which, in turn, brought hundreds of items to children whose parents are in prison. Indeed, I won’t be able to help but think of Brother Edmund Rice because of Kyle, who had a heart for those who are imprisoned. This may bring to mind Adam Leavenworth, who embodied what Brother Rice saw as a true Christian Brothers education by acting as the spark of Palma’s involvement in the Center for Life program by dedicating himself week after week to teaching and reaching at-risk youth on the East-side of Salinas. If I remember right, this was the exact same work that Brother Rice dedicated his own life to. Moreover, I’ll think of the service done by...
larger groups within the community; of the Brother Edmund Rice Society, which, with the hard work of my fellow classmates who selflessly sacrificed multiple spring breaks, essentially built a village of small homes for many underprivileged peoples in Mexico.

Lastly, I’m sure that I’ll think back to how, in the year of 2011, my classmates and I were part of donating a total of 50,000 pounds of food to the underprivileged of our community through programs such as Ag Against Hunger and through monthly donations of food to farm workers and their families. I will wonder how our country and our world could be different had every high school donated a similar amount. I’ll think of what the world could look like if we were all “living Jesus in our Hearts, Forever.”

Finally, it will be this thought of putting others before oneself that will lead me back to what the class of 2011 really meant to me. Yes, I’ll feel proud thinking back on all the athletic accomplishments, milestone events, and college acceptances that my class was a part of. Yet, these are not what will truly make my class stand out to me. Rather, I’ll think most of how, by putting each other before themselves, the class of 2011 became more than a class; it became more of a brotherhood — a brotherhood bonded together by strong friendships, memories that stood the test of time, and acceptance of fellow classmates. I’ll think of how, throughout our four years at Palma, barriers of differences were broken down and how, though differences still existed, they came to be appreciated and loved.

Thus, in this sense, the class of 2011 has given me a vital insight into the world outside the property boundaries of Palma School; that people — despite different backgrounds, races, classes, and beliefs — really can come together as one body with a similar purpose. As one of my favorite authors, C.S. Lewis, once wrote, “...union exists only between distincts; and, perhaps, from this point of view, we catch a momentary glimpse of the meaning of all things.”
For those of you who don’t know me, I used to play football for Coach Carnazzo. I was the kicker on the team. Kyle was around 7 years old at the time and only came up to my hip — he literally looked up to me. Kyle used to run onto the field to grab the kicking tee and bring it back to me on the sideline. Kyle has always been a great kid who listens to my advice. But my brother Nick, or Mr. Sterrett as you call him, he’s a bit more stubborn, but I’ll save those stories for another time.

It is an honor and privilege to talk with you today. When Mr. Sullivan asked me to speak today, I wasn’t sure what to talk about. So being a product of the Millennial Generation, I logged onto YouTube. I listened to hours of commencement speeches from presidents, authors and intellectuals. These gifted orators probed the most challenging philosophical and political issues of the day.

I am not qualified to do the same. I am, however, uniquely qualified to address some of the challenges you will face over the next few months and years as I sat where you are sitting a short time ago.

Let me tell you about the day I left Salinas for UCLA. I was sitting in the back of my parents’ car, surrounded by clothes, granola bars and blankets. It looked like I was going to summer camp. We were driving down River Road, heading towards 101. As we headed down the road, it felt like the car was spinning. I started to sweat. I closed my eyes, took several deep breaths. Nothing helped. We hadn’t even gotten to Chualar, and I told my dad to pull off to the side of the road. I jumped from the car, ran to a nearby ditch, and vomited. Both of my parents were obviously concerned, but being the tough football player that I was, I shrugged it off as carsickness, got back into the car, and we continued on.

At the time, I couldn’t put my finger on why I was feeling that way. Now I can. I was leaving my family, my friends, and my community at Palma that I had been a part of for six years. I was scared.

Soon, many of you will be leaving home for the first time. You are going to be feeling a lot of things — hopefully not nausea, but possibly fear, anxiety, and excitement about all the unknowns ahead of you. Will I make new friends? What classes will I take? Who is going to do my laundry?

If you’re going to college in the fall, you may notice something different during your first lecture. Some of your classmates will have shiny, flowing hair. These are GIRLS. Gentlemen, a word of advice on going to class with the ladies — before you go to class, take a shower and brush your teeth.

But in all seriousness, your teachers, friends, and parents expect you to do great things. And I want to assure you that you are leaving Palma equipped with the skills to do so. When Coach Clayton, Coach Carnazzo, Coach Corner, and Coach Giammanco pushed you through summer double sessions and wind sprints in the rain, they were teaching you that discipline and commitment lead to success. When Mr. Viarengo, Mrs. Lyon, and Mrs. Cambier drilled you on the five-paragraph essay and the subtleties of Faulkner and Poe, they were teaching you the importance of organization and attention to detail. Mr. Sterrett taught some of you Latin — but unless you plan on becoming a priest or a Latin scholar, I’m not sure how that is going to help you. When Mr. Bregez and Mr. Beesley presented their lessons from scripture, they were teaching you the importance of acceptance, love, and faith. These were the most important lessons of all.

You don’t see it now, but these lessons will give you an advantage in all that you do. Palma has made each of you well-rounded men, and this community will continue to support you in the years to come. My first job in college came from a Palma family — Sam and Shirley Lavorato. I worked at Mr. Lavorato’s firm when I came home from college in the summer. This experience inspired me to pursue a career as an attorney, and Mr. Lavorato ultimately introduced me to the firm that I have worked at for the last four years. My experience is not a unique one — many of my classmates have been given similar opportunities through their connections to Palma.

I’d like to tell you a story that one of my professors at UCLA shared with me. My professor worked on Henry Kissinger’s staff. I don’t think this is possible, because the man has more energy than a Notre Dame cheerleader, but for those of you who weren’t paying attention during Coach Carnazzo’s history class, Henry Kissinger was the secretary of state for President Nixon.
Back to the story — on his first day on the job, Mr. Kissinger called my professor into his office. He said, “Tom, I want you to draft a report and have it on my desk by tomorrow morning.” So my professor sprang to work and had a report on Mr. Kissinger’s desk that night.

The next morning, Mr. Kissinger called Tom into his office and asked one question: “Tom, is this the best you can do?”

So my professor took the report back to his desk, and for the rest of the day, and into the night, he redrafted the report and left it on Kissinger’s desk. The next morning, he was called into Kissinger’s office for a second time. Mr. Kissinger asked again, “Tom, is this the best that you can do?”

So again, Tom took the report back to his desk. He brewed a pot of coffee and worked all night. He finally finished the report early in the morning and left it on Kissinger’s desk. Later that morning, Kissinger called him back to his office. The same question: “Tom, is this the best that you can do?” Exasperated, Tom said, “Yes, yes, this is the best I can do. I’ve spent the last three days reworking this report.” Kissinger paused and said, “OK, now I’ll read it.”

---

**Gentlemen, your coaches, teachers, friends and family expect one thing from you:**

*Do the best you can. Whether you are the valedictorian, or you barely got by, each of you now has a blank script before you.*

As you each begin to write your script, I’d like to leave you with four pieces of advice from my experiences:

First, go to the gym. It’s a lot easier to stay in shape than to get in shape. The freshman 15 is a reality even for finely tuned Palma athletes.

Second, give back. Your parents, grandparents and this community have given so much. You need to do the same. I know I have poked a lot of fun at my brother Nick today, but I truly admire his dedication to Palma and its students, and by the way, I use Latin almost every day.

Third, as Brother Dunne told me when I started at Palma in the 7th grade and what he has told all of you: don’t be a jerk. I want to add one thing to this — when you’ve been a jerk — seek forgiveness.

And finally — call your moms. No matter where you go or how busy you think you are, don’t lose sight of the people who love you. On behalf of the entire Palma community, I want to congratulate the Class of 2011. Be proud of your accomplishments, continue to do great things — and whatever you do, remember to do your best.

---

**Washington D.C. Trip**

In June Palma faculty members Mr. Noroian, Mr. Saucedo, and Mr. Sterrett joined with World Strides Student Travel Group to bring 32 junior high students to Washington D.C. for a four-day adventure in our nation’s capital. Students and chaperones had a busy schedule for their trip and soaked up loads of history, as well as got a feel for up-to-the-minute politics that governs our great nation. Highlights of the excursion included George Washington’s home, Mount Vernon; the Vietnam War Memorial; Arlington National Cemetery; a tour of the Capitol Building; a hike up to the top of the Washington Monument; a stop at the Newseum; the American History, Naval, and Air and Space Museums; a visit to the National Cathedral; and even a stop at the White House!
Varsity Baseball
The Varsity Baseball season ended with the Chieftains losing to Santa Cruz in the CCS D III Quarterfinals at Monterey Peninsula College. It was, however, a very successful season as the team compiled a 21-6 overall record and came within one out of winning their first TCAL title since 2004. Standout pitcher and West Point-bound Senior Julian Larimer ’11 was named TCAL Pitcher of the Year for his efforts on the mound, and Jack Ross ’13, and Cameron Neff ’13 were given All-TCAL first honors as Sophomores. Joe Schulman ’12 shined defensively, and Reuben Rubalcava ’12 and Greg Salazar ’12 contributed on the mound and in the field.

JV Baseball
The JV Baseball team finished the season 18-6 overall and 15-3 in TCAL. Team MVP Jacob Regester ’14 anchored the defense at shortstop and was a leader on the mound and at the plate as well. Charlie Kesecker ’13 and Amos Strauss ’13 earned co-Offensive Player of the Year Awards while Michael Armento ’13 was the team’s defensive specialist, making only 2 errors all season. Two all-around contributors, Angelo Maturino ’13 and Armando Casetellanos, Jr. ’13, were the recipients of Coaches Awards for their all-around contributions and joined Nicholas Leavenworth ’13, Carlo Aliotti ’13, Cord Given ’13 and Sean Robison ’13 with solid performances throughout the season.

Frosh Baseball
Freshman Baseball put forth an incredible effort this season, finishing 11-9. Offense was led by Ryan Scarr, Peter Lukas, Kyle Swanson, Stuart Haller, and Maverick Enz. Defensively, Zack Panzierra and Mitch Kidd handled most of the work behind the plate while Alex Normil and Shae Wiley anchored third base. Danny Souza and Christian Sergent rotated at second base and shortstop, and Zack Zender held down the fort at first base.

Varsity Golf
Varsity Golf took the TCAL league title for the 9th consecutive year. In the post season Palma finished 2nd in the CCS Finals and 5th in the CIF Northern California Golf Finals. This year Golf boasts two athletes who will go on to Division 1 competition in the NCAA with full-ride scholarships: Matt Pinizzotto ’11 will play for UCLA, and Sergio Rios ’11 has signed on to play at San Jose State. In addition to Pinizzotto and Rios, 1st team All-League honors also went to Jay Burlison ’13 and Jack Tardieu ’13. They were joined by 2nd team All-League selections Marc Moreno ’14 and Cody Hontalas ’11.

JV Golf
JV Golf enjoyed success this season, winning nine times with a very difficult schedule. Junior Varsity was led by MVP William Sergent ’12, along with John Fierro ’14 and Branden Hontalas ’13. Among the coaching staff who helped to develop the Palma golfers were alumni John Oliverio ’69, and Michael Clayton ’86.
Junior High Golf
The success of this year’s Junior High Golf team cannot be measured by wins and losses alone; the real victory was the dedication put forth by each member of the team as they worked to improve their skills in all areas of the game. Players new to the game, including Aaron Berry ’16, Ricky Cabrera ’16, Andrew Luker ’16 and Alex Villalobos ’16, were joined by more seasoned players Jonathan Bennett ’15, Kevin Heffernan ’15 and MVP Case Fisher ’16, who were always ready to lend a hand to their teammates.

Tennis
Thanks to the leadership of Coach Alice Cory and fierce dedication from all players, Palma Tennis came within one point of becoming co-TCAL Champions. This year’s team was 21-strong and led by veteran singles players Dominick Ottone ’11, Hunter Johnson ’11 and A.J. Yates ’12. Several great doubles teams emerged this season, including Justin Sampolo ’13 and Aengus Fanoe ’13 playing at number three, Henry Mirassou ’13 and Christian Calinawan ’14 at number two, and Christain Bengard ’13 and Mitchell Huntingon ’13 filling the number one slot.

Jr. High Tennis
2011 marked the first year of a Junior High Tennis team, a great addition to the Athletic Department. Seventh grader Nick Ottone was instrumental in organizing this team, and thanks to his foresight and fortitude, in its inaugural year the team was 11 players strong. Ottone’s teammates included fellow members of the class of 2016 Ricky Cabrera, Jacob Gomez, Jonathan Gomez, Michael Gutierrez, Joseph Keller, Diego Munoz, Steven Ochinang, Shea Valenzuela, and Alex Villalobos, along with eighth grader Kevin Bass. This brand new team has a lot to be proud of this season and a lot to look forward to next year.

Varsity Track and Field
Varsity Track and Field finished up 5th at TCAL Finals this year. MVP Jon Osborne ’11 led the team in the jumps and sprints and was an integral part of the 4x100 relay. Spencer Gamble ’13 qualified for CCS with a personal best 51.78 in the 400. The lone TCAL Champion and CCS Finalist was Matt Clary ’12 in the pole vault. Clary won TCALs with a 13’ vault and missed going to the state meet by one miss, coming in 4th with a personal best of 14’ at CCS Finals.

JV Track and Field
The JV squad relied on a strong core of freshmen and sophomores to take them all the way to a 2nd place finish in the TCAL. MVP Will Chilton ’14 took 2nd place in the 300 hurdles and 1st in the 4x100 relay. Other TCAL champions included Peter Lucas ’14 in the 200 and 4x100 and Devin Hinson ’14 in the 65 high hurdles. Chase Pacheco ’14 had 2nd place finishes in the long jump and high jump. Ben White ’14 was 4th in the 400 and on the 2nd place 4x400 team and Brandon Olivares ’14 ran the opening leg of the winning 4x100 team.
Junior High Track
Junior High Track and Field had a great season in the MTJAL. Eleven students came out for track this year, including seventh graders Jack Richardson, Bryce Robinson, Scott Sutliff, Palmit Takhar, and Clemente Villareal, who were joined by eighth grade team members Steven Camcam, Shane Folick, Matt Lucas, and David Nunes. Both the seventh and eighth grade 4 x 400 m relay teams set a school record, and one individual, Steven Camcam, set a very high mark of 18'1” in the long jump event.

Swimming
This year’s Palma Swim Team was guided through an exciting championship season by coach Dia Rianda. With incredible performances throughout the season by veteran swimmers Alex Hussain ‘12, and MVPs Daniel Fridley ‘11 and Michael D’Arrigo ‘11, the Chieftains took top honors at the TCAL Championships. Most Improved was earned by both Jacob Gumke ‘12 and Christopher Ho ‘13. Most Inspirational Swimmer was awarded to Brent Keller ‘13, and Most Dedicated Swimmer went to Tanner Carrillo-Zazueta ‘12, who both turned in fine performances meet after meet.

Varsity Volleyball
Varsity Volleyball put up a great fight this season against some tough competition. They played a high level of volleyball and excelled at both the sport and the competition. Chieftains used great sets and big swings to break out of ties in crucial moments of all their big matches. MVP Blake Hughes ‘11 anchored this squad with his talents and leadership, along with MVP Shayne Rogers ‘11, who was also a huge asset on the court. Dedication Award went to Billy Wang ‘11, who was a tireless worker, and the Coaches’ Award was deservedly given to Shivan Singh ‘12 for his efforts on behalf of his team.

JV Volleyball
The Chieftains saw some great successes on the volleyball court this season. Big swings and amazing kills by all players led to victory for JV Volleyball. MVP James Clark ‘14 was instrumental as a both a player and a leader for this squad. Most Improved Player was earned by Austin Wahl ‘13, who demonstrated incredible effort and was a model of sportsmanship throughout the season. The Coaches’ Award went to Jeremy Dicks ‘14 for his contributions on and off the court.

Jr. High Wrestling
Junior High wrestlers were a force to be reckoned with. The team grew both in numbers and talent this year, and all worked together to cheer one another on towards winning matches. The Chieftains were led by eighth graders Adam Lucero (MVP), Barret Bonfantini, Jonathan Garibay, Jack Gillott, Anthony Pacheco, Trever Seeley, and Austin Greene. Among seventh grade contributors were MVP Matt D’Arrigo, Alex Alonzo, Jacob Houle, Jared Cook, Gabe Rianda, and Tristan Babaian. Co-Captains Barret Bonfantini and Alex Alonzo were great leaders and helped to inspire and encourage their teammates all season.
Giving for 2010-2011
Fiscal year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011

This President’s Report is published to recognize the many generous donors whose gifts support Palma School. Every effort has been made to produce an accurate and comprehensive listing of donors. If you contributed a new gift or pledge to Palma School during the 2010-2011 fiscal year and your name has been omitted, misspelled or incorrectly listed, please accept our sincere apology and bring the error to our attention so that we may correct our records. Questions about the President’s Report should be directed to Palma’s Office of Advancement. Thank you to those who have supported Palma with Palma Fund gifts, capital improvement gifts, Athletic Council gifts, planned giving gifts, endowment gifts and other designated gifts. You are all part of an incredible heritage and generously working to make the future even better.

Br. Patrick D. Dunne C.F.C.
President

Total Income – $7,500,774

- $6,418,926 (85.58%) - Tuition, Fees & Auxiliary Income
- $104,717 (1.40%) - Bingo (net)
- $409,053 (5.45%) - The Palma Fund & Other Unrestricted Donations
- $140,718 (1.88%) - Scholarship & Other Restricted Donations
- $360,493 (4.81%) - Athletic Council
- $66,867 (8.9%) - Parents’ Club

The figures presented in this report are unaudited numbers.

Total Expenses – $7,500,774

- $5,141,423 (68.55%) - Educational/Institutional
- $348,031 (4.64%) - Administrative
- $413,803 (5.52%) - Athletic Council
- $537,333 (7.16%) - Financial Aid/Scholarship
- $54,961 (.73%) - Parents’ Club
- $717,288 (9.56%) - Plant & Maintenance
- $175,431 (2.34%) - Capital Expenditures
- $112,504 (1.50%) - Future Reserve

Who are our donors?

- Palma Associates ....... $190,520.59
- Foundations & Corporations . $176,089.60
- Alumni Parents ................. $99,425.17
- Current Parents .................. $92,798.67
- Alumni ........................... $86,585.39
- Grandparents ..................... $40,763.55
- Faculty/Staff........................ $7,682.50

Br. Patrick D. Dunne C.F.C.
President
The President’s Circle

The President’s Circle was established in 2008 to celebrate a distinguished group of philanthropists within the Palma School Community. Members who have made cumulative gifts of $1,000 or more in the past fiscal year in support of Palma School are included in this year’s report. This visionary group provides the school with vital and valuable resources to support a wide range of important needs. In recognition of these generous benefactors, Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C., President, hosts a special reception held in their honor each fall.

A Tribute to The Leaders of Palma’s Success

Alarid Farms
Anonymous (5)
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Ms. Tina Barlocker
Mr. & Mrs. Reginald Barnes, Sr.
Bardin Bengard ‘79 & Pam Bengard
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Bennett
Bennett Floors
Michael & Lucia Boggiatto
Stan & Valerie Braga
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Bridger
Steve & Suzannae Broom
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Bruno
Buccafurni-Lawrence Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Bullman
Trey & Mindy Busch
Lou & Carol Calcagno
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Caldwell
California Association of Chemistry Teachers Northern Section
California International Airshow Salinas
Dr. James Cecilian
Mr. & Mrs. Oi Kwock Ching
Cislini Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Community Health Charities
Mr. James Conn
Jim & Sally Conrad
Judge & Mrs. Charles J. Cory
Col. & Mrs. Arvid P. Croonquist
Chris Dalman ‘88 & Yanne Dalman
Mr. & Mrs. William Deakyne
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Dixon
Dennis Donohue ’72 & Paula Donohue
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Duffy
Dune Company of Salinas, LLC eScrip
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Tom Fanoe ‘64 & Ann Fanoe
Mrs. Kay Filice
Alfred R. & Patricia L. Friedrich
Mr. & Mrs. George Garibay
Shawn Golden ‘94 & Lauren Golden
Stephen Griffin ’74 & Patricia Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. Mathew F. Haas
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Haas
Mr. Warren J. Hayford
Mr. Michael Hayford
Hayward Family Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Helfrich
Pablo & Rosamaria Hernandez
Gary & Leslie Holzhausen
Tim & Melanie Horwath
International Product Group
Mr. & Mrs. David Jenkins
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Jiang
Paul Johnson ’69 & Donna Johnson
Mrs. Ruthie Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Koster
Sam Lavorato ’55 & Shirley Lavorato
Legacy Roofing & Waterproofing
Ms. Jamie Loveland
Luis A. Scattini & Sons, LLC
Luis A. Scattini Family LP
Mrs. Jean Lyons
Mr. Carl S. Maggio
Mr. & Mrs. John Marcroft
John (Butch) Massa ’58 & Ann Massa
Steven Massolo ’72
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Maturino
Joseph & Constance Mazzei
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Mazzei
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Harry McDonald
Mr. & Mrs. Kelly J. McMillin
Mr. Mel Michelelli
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Jim Morisoli ’71 & Debi Morisoli
Christopher Mulé ’92 & Kerri Mulé
Mr. Mark Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Lit Ng, Sr.
David Nunes ’71 & Irma Nunes
Ocean Mist Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Ortradre
Palma Athletic Council
Palma Christian Brothers Community
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Pezzini
PG & E Corporation Foundation
Mr. Fulton J. Picetti
Joe Piedimonte ’77 & Guiseppina Piedimonte
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Powers, Sr.
Private Spring Water Inc.
Raley’s
Mr. Michael Reeves & Rt. Rev. Mary Gray-Reeves
Mr. Danny Reyes & Mrs. Natalie Chapa-Reyes
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Richardson
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Elio Rodoni
Salinas Valley Landscaping Company
Mr. & Mrs. John Sargent
Mr. Mike Scar
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Shanley
Mrs. Stella Short
Richard & Renate Soares
Mr. & Mrs. Rudy Staedler
Sturdy Oil Company
Talbott Robert & Audrey Talbott Foundation
Mrs. Louise Tamagni
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Tardieu
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce C. Taylor
Taylor Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Heinz Thummel
Mr. and Mrs. Terrance N. Tracy
Marc Tunzi ’76 & Danielle Acton
Mr. & Mrs. Max D. Tybroski
Mr. Guy J. Varley
Wells Fargo Foundation
Educational Matching Gift Program
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Werthmann
Westridge Chevron
Br. Ross Wielatz, C.F.C.
John & Pam Wilkinson
William McCaskey Chapman & Adaline Dinsmore Chapman Foundation
The Palma Fund

Year after year, unrestricted support is critical to sustaining and expanding Palma’s commitment to unparalleled teaching and learning, while helping to address the full financial needs of all students. Tuition alone does not cover the cost of education at any private institution, and Palma is no exception. Palma’s annual giving campaign, The Palma Fund, ensures that all of today’s students have the same unparalleled experience as the generations of students who came before them.

Leadership Circle

Blessed Edmund Rice Club
($5,000 or more)
Anonymous
William McCaskey Chapman & Adaline Dinsmore Chapman Foundation
Cislini Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Alfred R. & Patricia L. Friedrich
Shawn Golden ’94 & Lauren Golden
Mr. Warren J. Hayford
Hayward Family Foundation
Steven Massolo ’72
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Orradre
The Robert & Audrey Talbott Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce C. Taylor

Palma Merenti Club
($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous ’61
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Bennett
The Hon. & Mrs. Charles J. Cory eScrip
Raley’s
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Tardieu

Founders Club
($1,951-$2,499)
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Elio Rodoni

Principal's Club
($1,500-$1,950)
Bardin Bengard ’79 & Pam Bengard
Steve & Zuzzanne Broom
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Bullman
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Caldwell
Jim & Sally Conrad
Mr. & Mrs. William Deakyne
Dennis Donohue ’72 & Paula Donohue
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Jiang
Joseph & Constance Mazzei
Mr. & Mrs. Harry E. McDonald
Christopher Mulé ’92 & Kerri Mulé
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Powers, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Terrance Tracy

Legacy Club
($1,000-$1,499)
Alarid Farms
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Ms. Tina Barlocker
Mr. & Mrs. Reginald Barnes, Sr.
Michael & Lucia Boggiatto
Stan & Valerie Braga
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Bruno
Trey & Mindy Busch
California Association of Chemistry Teachers Northern Section
Mr. & Mrs. Qi Kwock Ching
Community Health Charities
Mr. James Conn
Col. & Mrs. Arvid P. Cronquist
Chris Dalman ’88 & Yanne Dalman
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Duffy
Tom Fanoe ’64 & Ann Fanoe
Kay Flice
Mr. & Mrs. Mathew F. Haas
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Haas
Mr. Michael Hayford
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Heifrich
Pablo & Rosamaria Hernandez
Gary & Leslie Holzhausen
Tim & Melanie Horwath
Mr. & Mrs. David Jenkins
Mrs. Ruthie Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Koster
Sam Lavorato ’55 & Shirley Lavorato
Ms. Jamie Loveland
Mr. Carl S. Maggio
Mr. & Mrs. John Mirocco
John (Butch) Massa ’58 & Ann Massa
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Mazzei
Mr. & Mrs. Kelly J. McMillin
Mr. Mel Micheletti
Mr. Mark Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Lit Ng, Sr.
David Nunes ’71 & Irma Nunes
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Pezzini
Joe Piedimonte ’77 & Giuseppina Piedimonte
Mr. Michael Reeves & Rt. Rev. Mary Gray-Reeves
Mr. Danny Reyes & Mrs. Natalie Chapa-Reyes
Michael W. Scarr
C. Short Family
Richard & Renate Soares
Mr. & Mrs. Rudy Staedler
Louise Tamagni & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Heinz Thummel
Mr. Guy J. Varley
Wells Fargo Foundation Educational Matching Gift Program
John & Pam Wilkinson
Mr. & Mrs. Jose A. Gonzalez
Tom Gorman ’59 & Gwen Gorman
Gregory Gorman ’70 & Shirley Gorman
Henry M. Gowin ’76
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Griva
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gularte
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Gularte
Don Hallstone ’71 & Joyce Parton
Dr. & Mrs. Dennis Harrigan
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hartmeier
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Henry
Jack & Katherine Herbig
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Hill
Charlie Hitchcock ’70
Mrs. Marilyn Hobbs
Dennis Hollthouse ’59 & Beverly (Stolich) Hollthouse ’59
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Horner, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Vern Horton
Ms. Catherine Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Hugo
Taj & Kristi Hussain
John Husser ’65 & Esther Husser
Ingraham Trophies & Gifts
Ms. Chiyoko Ishibashi
Hugo Jaime ’01
Daniel Jaramillo ’93
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Jensen
Mr. & Mrs. John Jessen
Mr. Jose Jimenez
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Johnson
Jeff & Tracy Jones
Gary & Kris Kaprielian
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Keaton
Dr. & Mrs. William J. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. John Kesecker
Mr. & Mrs. David Kidd
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Kinsey
Gavin Kistinger ’88 & Claudia Kistinger
Chris Knapp ’00
Mr. & Mrs. Art Kong
Nick LaFountain ’98 & Mrs. Melissa LaFountain
Mrs. Alda Lauritson
Michael Lauritson ’73 & Lynne Lauritson
Chris Lavorato ’88 & Tricia Lavorato
Sam Lavorato ’83 & Tina Lavorato
Scott & Nina Leavenworth
Nancy LeFebvre ’01
Mike LeFevre ’01
Mr. & Mrs. Robert LeFevre
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Magaña
Michael Marcroft ’74 & Debbie Marcroft
Ms. Kathleen Marsh
Mr. David Marshall
Mr. & Mrs. David Martella
Tim Martinez ’89 & Jessica Martinez
Ms. Gina Martorella
Daniel Massolo ’67
Mr. & Mrs. Pablo Mata, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Mazzei
Mike McGee ’68 & Therese McGee
Mary (Garlinger) McMahon ’64 and Mike McMahon
D. J. Mendonca ’96
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Micheletti
Mike Middaugh ’65 & Diane Middaugh
Mark Mirassou ’80 & Jan Mirassou
Dr. Pedro Moreno & Mrs. Azusa Takegami
Dr. & Mrs. Les M. Moro
Vance & Libby Morrison
Dianne (delorimier) Mouisset ’59 & Thomas Mouisset
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Neff
Lit Ng ’75 & Kim Ng
Tien Nguyen & Marn-Ling Wang
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Nielsen
Noland, Hamerly, Ettiene, & Hoss
Albert & Vicki Norman
Nick Noroian ’02
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Nunes
John Nunes & Patti (Viera) Nunes ’58
Nancy Rolf Nunes ’61
Dr. T.J. O’Neill
Ms. Lynn Oswalt
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Ottone
Dave Pacheco ’71
Tom Pagano ’69
Palma/Notre Dame High School Class of 1970
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Palmer
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony Payan
Mr. & Mrs. Enrico Perez
Joe Pizzini ’77 & Mary Pizzini
John Pizzini ’78 & Danielle Pizzini
Mrs. Ursula Pherigo
Mr. & Mrs. Joe M. Pimentel
Jeff Pisoni ’97
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Pisoni
Ms. Rosam L. Pisoni
Mr. Edward Porter
Carl Presti ’37 & Connie (iman) Presti ’64
Mr. & Mrs. Moe Purcell
Mr. & Mrs. Ned Purnell
Mr. Liwei Qiu & Mrs. Lei Sun
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Quinlan, III
James & Judith Raible
Tiffany & Jay Ralston
Jacob Rasco ’97 & Nicole Rasco
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin C. Rawson
Mr. & Mrs. Steve A. Reclusado
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Regester
Mr. Ted Richardson
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Rios
Mr. David Romano
Mr. & Mrs. John Roth
Roy Alopis Pump & Drilling, INC.
Mr. & Mrs. S. David Ruccello
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony E. Ryan
Bill Salmina ’58 & Judy Salmina
Br. Bernard S. Samp, C.F.C.
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas M. Saucedo
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Saulovich
Mrs. Patricia Saurot
Savemart Supermarkets
Hugo & Theresa Scattini
Anthony Schipper ’97 and Katie Schipper
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Schivo
Ms. Linda K. Scholink
Shelly & Bill Scott
Dr. & Mrs. E. Joseph Sekreta
Mrs. Kathleen Serica
Jeff & Denise Sheets
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Sheppy
Tim Short ’83 & Irina Short
Corey Shropshire & Maria Turrento-Shropshire
Judge & Mrs. Raymond Simmons
Mr. & Mrs. William Sims
Mr. & Mrs. Eldon R. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Steve J. Soper
Al Souza & Phyllis Nakano
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Spadoni
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Spencer
Grant Steer ’65
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Steinbach
Mr. & Mrs. John Steitz
Nick Sterrett ’04 & Chelsea Sterrett
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Suarez
Mr. & Mrs. David Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. Bryan Sutherland
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Tarallo
Mr. & Mrs. Ramy Tawfik
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Taylor
Ms. Elizabeth Termine
Mrs. Eileen Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Treanor
Ms. Joanna B. Tregenza
Marie Tschumperlin ’63
Mr. Craig Ulrici ’57 & Mrs. Barbara Ulrici
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Val
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Valdez
Michael & Janet Valent
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Valgos
Louis J. & Anne J. Vallejo
Mr. Lawrence L. Vera, Jr.
Rob Viarengo ’86 & Laura Viarengo
Mr. Lawrence L. Vera, Jr.
Rob Viarengo ’86 & Laura Viarengo
Hector Villalobos ’70 & Donna Villalobos
LCDR & Mrs. Jonathan Vorrath
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin F. Vorrath
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Chipley
Steve Clayton ’76 & Marsha Clayton
Scott & Erica Corner
Chris Dalman ’88 & Yanne Dalman
Mr. & Mrs. Dana DeGeeter
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Dermyer
John & Sarah DeSanitis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dillon
Ms. Eileen Dunham
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald H. Brunet
Dr. & Mrs. Douglas Cambier
Cristina Carnazzo
Jeff Carnazzo ’85 & Stacy Carnazzo
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Chipley
Steve Clayton ’76 & Marsha Clayton
Scott & Erica Corner
Chris Dalman ’88 & Yanne Dalman
Mr. & Mrs. Dana DeGeeter
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Dermyer
John & Sarah DeSanitis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dillon
Ms. Eileen Dunham
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald H. Brunet
Dr. & Mrs. Douglas Cambier
Cristina Carnazzo
Jeff Carnazzo ’85 & Stacy Carnazo
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Chipley
Steve Clayton ’76 & Marsha Clayton
Scott & Erica Corner
Chris Dalman ’88 & Yanne Dalman
Mr. & Mrs. Dana DeGeeter
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Dermyer
John & Sarah DeSanitis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dillon
Ms. Eileen Dunham
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald H. Brunet
Mr. & Mrs. George Garibay
Phil Giammanco ’87 & Kacey Giammanco
Mr. Benito Gomez
Mr. & Mrs. Humberto V. Gonzalez
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Harris
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Henry
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Hugo
Jeff & Tracy Jones
Mrs. Lynn Kennedy
Nick LaFountain ’98 & Melissa LaFountain
Current Parents

Class of 2011
Anthony & Marieta Aranda
Reggie & Teresa Barnes
Mike & Ann Brierly
Paul & Sandra Bruno
Todd & Frances Bullman
Karen Carrillo
Gary & Barbara Dangerfield
Mark & Janice Faylor
Pete Gnosca '75 & Mary Gnosca
Tom Hughes '73 & Karen Hughes
David & Devone Jenkins
John & Judy Jessen
Paul Johnson '69 & Donna Johnson
Rob & Sandy Johnson
Lee & Julie Larimer
Scott & Nina Leavenuworth
Mike Marcroft '74 & Debbie Marcroft
Harry & Patti Nervino
Tien Nguyen & Marn-Ling Wang
Albert & Vicki Norman
Scott & Dena Osborne
Dace & Carolyn Pinizzotto
Wayne & Shae Rainey
Russell & Lisa Regester
Craig & Roberta Roberts
Bill & Shelly Scott
Bob & Mary Ann Spadoni
Michael & Janet Valentin

Class of 2012
Rich & Francesca Ailloy
Anonymous
Karen Carrillo
Bob & Nancy Carroll
Jimmy & Theresa Chen
Don & Jessica Clarey
Sam Daoro '80 & Shelly Daoro

Class of 2013
Anonymous
Dan Alioti ’71 & Kathy Alioti
Hubert & Grace Allen
Bardin Bangard ’79 & Pam Bangard
Bart & Toni Bonfanti
Mike & Ann Brierly
Paul & Sandra Bruno
Jimmy & Theresa Chen
John D’Arrigo ’76 & Sandy D’Arrigo
Rick Dukes & Christine Wahl-Dukes
Nick & Catherine Fanoe
Elias & Leidi Godoy
Michael Hayford
Chris Huntington ’82 & Rae Huntington
Pep Jimenez
John & Perry Keeseeke
Mark & Marcy Klein
Scott & Nina Leavenuworth
Bellinda Lopez
Dan & Robin Neff
Mark & Ellie Powers
Tom & Regina Riordan
Robbie & Lynn Robinson
Steve Rodoni
Steve & Lorraine Saulovich
Will & Nancy Sims
Bert & Catherine Tardieu
Mike & Maury Treleven
Mike & Sue Vedlicka

Class of 2014
André & Teri Adam
Rich & Francesca Ailloy
Doug & Erika Budde
Rick & Bev Burke
Mark & Michelle Caldwell
Lupe Calderon
Paul & Penny Calinawa
John & Kelly Campos
Greg & Liz Chilton
Brian & Lynn Clark
Vic & Jeanne Davis
James & Colleen de Lormier
Mike & Penny Duffy
Bob & Tina Enz
Leane Fox
Joe & Letty Fusanoit
Kenneth & Leigh Gallegos
Rick & Kris Gnav
Pete Gnosca ’75 & Mary Gnosca
Joe & Bea Gonzalez
Doris & Wayne Gularte
Dale & Celeste Jiang

Class of 2015
David & Colleen Kidd
Tom & Barbara Lucas
Manuel & Sharon Luna
Mike & Mary Miguel
Mark Mirassou ‘80 & Jan Mirassou
Pedro Moreno & Azusa Takegami
Lynn Owstal
Matt Panzierra ’92 & Jamie Panzierra
Tony & Heidi Payan
Henry & Jonabel Perez
Russell & Lisa Regester
Mike Scarr
Kathy Serca
Jeff & Denise Sheets
Al Souza & Phyllis Nakano
Richard & Rosanne Taylor
Will & Mary White
Matt & Renee Zender

Class of 2016
Tina Barlocker
Jim Bass ’88 & Anne Bass
Ed & Jodi Bennett
Bart & Toni Bonfanti
Anthony & Kirsten Cannon
Phil Caraccioli ’81 & Kathy Caraccioli
Brian & Alice Cory
John & Sarah DeSantis
David & Kacy Fleming
George & Margaret Garibay
Tyler & Kim Greene
Michael & Vickie Griva
Robert & Beverly Horner
Taj & Kristi Hussain
Rick & Teresa Keaton
John & Perry Keeseeke
Tom & Lorri Koster
Steve & Cherry Leslie
Jamie Loveland
Tom & Barbara Lucas
David & Melissa Martella
David Nunez ’71 & Irma Nunez
Jimmy & Audrey Parks
Paul & Tracy Pezzini
Steve Rodoni
Todd & Leanna Schivo
Tim & Marie Spencer
Jenny & Lisa Suarez
Tom & Margaret Treanor
Baldo & Janell Vultaggio
Nick & Theresa Wooler

Alumni Parents

Joe Alarid ’77 & Penny Alarid
Maria Anderson
Ms. Brenda J. Angelo
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Baca
Mr. & Mrs. Dino Bardi
Mr. & Mrs. Reginald Barnes, Sr.
Alfred & Anita Bassetti
Patrick & Margaret Bassetti
Bardin Bangard ’79 & Pam Bangard
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Bangard
Dr. & Mrs. John F. Bennett
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Bergez
Michael & Luci Boggiaetto
Stan & Valerie Braga
Steve & Zuzanne Broom
Mrs. Anne Brown
Mrs. Elyse Burke
Trey & Mindy Busch
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Caldwell
Dr. & Mrs. Douglas Cambier
Chip Campion ’88 & Joine Campion
Phil Caraccioli ’81 & Kathy Caraccioli
Jeff Carr & Mary & Stacy Carnazzo
Brian & Lynn Clark
Doug Classen ’77 & Laurie Classen
Miss Kathi Cole
Jim & Sally Conrado
Mike Corlett ’72 & Cindy Corlett
Scott & Erica Corner
Cliff & Jo Cracknell
John D’Arrigo ’76 & Sandy D’Arrigo
Mr. & Mrs. William Deakyn
John & Gail Delorey
Henry Dill ’75 & Lisa Dell
Dennis Donohue ’72 & Paula Donohue
Mrs. Elaine Dotseth
Sam & Gigi Eastman
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Faylor
J.A. & Nettie Ferrasci
Kay Filice
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Francisini
Alfred R. & Patricia L. Friedich
Dr. & Mrs. Josef Gamper
Rick & Kris Gavin
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Gibbons
Kurt Gollnick & Janet Rodgers
Mr. & Mrs. Humberto V. Gonzalez
Mr. & Mrs. Jose A. Gonzalez
Gregory Gorman ’70 & Shirley Gorman
Dennis & Renee Harrigan
Pablo & Rosamaria Hernandez
Dennis Holtzhoef ‘59 & Beverly (Stolich) Holtzhoef ’59
Gary & Leslie Holthausen
Tim & Melanie Horwath
Tom Hughes ’73 & Karen Hughes
Chris Huntington ’82 & Rae Huntington
Pacific International Marketing, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Ottone
Ocean Mist Farms
Nunes Company Inc.
Naturipe Berry Growers, Inc.
Christopher Mulé '92 & Kerri Mulé
Metzer Farms
Leavenworth Electric Inc.
Hughes Produce Sales, INC.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Harami
Dr. Philip Griffin
Gregory Gorman '70 & Shirley Gorman
Gonzalez & Associates Insurance
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Mr. Raymond Garcia
FoodSource, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Ed Given, Inc.
Sam Daoro '80 & Shelley Daoro
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Costa
D & J Packing
Mr. & Mrs. James Dankworth
Sam Daoro ‘80 & Shelley Daoro
D’Arrigo Bros. Co. of California
Ed Given, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Robert Finocchio ’69 & Susan Finocchio
FoodSource, Inc.
Mr. Raymond Garcia
Mr. Steven Gomes
Gonzales Irrigation Systems Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Jose A. Gonzalez
Gonzalez & Associates Insurance Services, Inc.
Gregory Gorman ‘70 & Shirley Gorman
Dr. Philip Griffin
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Harami
Richard Haro ’87 & Jennifer Haro
House Properties Monterey
Hughes Produce Sales, INC.
Joe Gunter Investigations
Leavenworth Electric Inc.
Legacy Roofing & Waterproofing
Metzer Farms
Monterey Peninsula Engineering
Christopher Mulé ’92 & Kerri Mulé
Nardozza & Associates
Natureperry Berry Growers, Inc.
North County Pastering
Nunes Company Inc.
Ocean Mist Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Ottone
Pacific Ag Pak, Inc.
Pacific International Marketing, Inc.
Pacific Valley Produce Company
Mr. & Mrs. David Pinizzotto
Ratio Gears
Recycling & Recovery Enterprises, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Rienza
Rincon Farms, INC
Salinas Police Officers Association
Salinas School of Dance
Same Day Shred, LP
Jeff & Denise Sheets
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Silva
Skimlite Manufacturing
Snow Seed Co.
Steinbeck Country Produce
Mr. & Mrs. John Steritz
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Tanimura
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Tardieu
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce C. Taylor
Taylor Farms
The Law Offices of John E. Kesecker
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Treleven
Valley Farm Management
Westridge Chevron
David Wiley ’85 & Karen Wiley
Yuma Distributing Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Zender
Scattini Basketball Tournament
Chad Amaral ’92 & Kiana Amaral
Amaral Family Trust
John Amaral, Jr. ’87 & Mandy Amaral
Mrs. Marie Amaral
Matt Amaral ’92 & Amy Amaral
C.H. Robinson Company
Lou & Carol Calcagno
Central State Oil
Church Brothers, LLC
Paul Cracknell ’86 & Erin Cracknell
John & Gail DeLorey
The Dune Company of Salinas, LLC
E.M.D., Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Franscioni
Gene Wiley Insurance Agency
Henry M. Gowin ‘76
Grantz & Van Ruler, LLP
Mr. Henry Hibino
Brian Higgins ’90
Holiday Seed Company
International Produce Group
Kleen Globe Ag Services
L & J Farms
Luis A. Scattini Family LP
Luis A. Scattini & Sons, LLC
NH3 Service Company
Nunes Company Inc.
Ocean Mist Farms
O’Kane Ag Services
Mr. & Mrs. David Pinizzotto
Premium Packing, Inc.
Rabobank
Sambrailo Packaging
Brian Scattini ’84
Douglas Scattini ’89 & Jeanna Scattini
Jim Scattini ’81 & Margaret Scattini
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
Michael Scattini ’88 & Julia Scattini
Steinbeck Country Produce
Sturdy Oil Company
Sunasion Farms Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Tardieu
Wilbur-Ellis Company
All Other Donations
Access IV, Inc.
Ms. Rachel Aragon
Mr. Brett Baker
Bennett Floors
Gary & Barbara Dangerefield
John & Gail DeLorey
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Enz
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Hillview Convalescent Hospital
Paul Johnson ’69 & Donna Johnson
Legacy Roofing & Waterproofing
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Private Spring Water Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Richardson
Salinas Colts & Broncos
Salinas Jaycees
Same Day Shred, LP
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
Mr. George Speer
Sturdy Oil Company
Tactical Wealth Management
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Taylor
Taylor Farms
Mr. John Thompson
Toro Youth Athletics Inc.
Westridge Chevron
Blessed Edmund Rice Society
Ms. Ellen Andrus-Waage
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Aranda
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Bamberger
Mike & Ann Briley
Mrs. Elyse Burke
Mr. & Mrs. Justin Busby
Ricky Cabrera ’84 & Cecy Cabrera
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Cain
Ms. Karen Carrillo
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Carroll
Palma Christian Brothers Community
Mr. & Mrs. Donnel Clary
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Damkar
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Dixon
Mr. & Mrs. Lazaro Espinola
Alfred R. & Patricia L. Friedrich
Mr. & Mrs. George Garibay
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Helrich
Ms. Elizabeth Inocencio
Ms. Camille Janin
Mr. & Mrs. Sadi Karaman
Mr. Gary Knott &
Mrs. Lynne Reichers-Knott
Nick La Fountain ‘98 &
Melissa La Fountain
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Lipe, Jr.
Marina Plumbing & Heating
Mr. & Mrs. John McNett
Ms. Taryl Meyenberg-Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Miskell
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Mueller
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Murray
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Palmer
Mrs. Ursula Phierio
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin Quismundo
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Regester
Regional Senior Center of Salinas
Ms. Ruth Rivera
Mr. & Mrs. Francisco Royos
Salinas Valley Landscaping Company
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Schivo
Searson Body Shop, Inc.
Mrs. Stella Short
Mr. & Mrs. David Sullivan
Mr. & Mrs. David Todd
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Valigos
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Vonnegut
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Waage
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Yates
Parents’ Club
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Beach
Mr. & Mrs. Murray C. Dill
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
Mr. & Mrs. Nick Fanoe
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Gallegos
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Giannini
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gularte
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Halbrook
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Jiang
Christopher Mulé ’92 & Kerri Mulé
Palma Athletic Council
Rincon Farms, INC
Jim Scattini ’60 &
Joan (Botelho) Scattini ’61
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Simms
Mr. & Mrs. William Sims
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Stefani, Sr.
Mr. Robert Sullivan
Scholarship Funds
Palma Endowed Scholarship Fund
(Established in 2004)
Alfred R. & Patricia L. Friedrich
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
Palma Christian Brothers Community
Palma Athletic Council
Palma Interact Club
Palma Investor Club
Mrs. Stella Short
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Tardieu
Lane Ashley Bridger Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1992)
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Bridger
James J. Cecilian Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1977)
Dr. James Cecilian
Cecil H. Dunlap Memorial Music Scholarship
(Established in 2009)
Anonymous (2)
Father Victor Farrell Memorial Scholarship
(Established in 1996)
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Stanley
**Taylor Farms**
Mr. & Mrs. Tomas Reyes
Mr. Mark Pura
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Powers, Sr.

**Pezzini Berry Farms**
Gabilan Rock, INC.
Mr. & Mrs. John DeSantis
John D’Arrigo ’76 & Sandy D’Arrigo

**Cook’s Photography**
Lou & Carol Calcagno

**Bengard Ranch, Inc.**
Anonymous (3)

**Donations**
Other Restricted

**Richard & Renate Soares**
Dr. & Mrs. Ramon Jimenez
Gonzalez & Associates Insurance
Hispanic Heritage Scholarship Fund

**Palma Christian Brothers Community**
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Maturino
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.

**Buccafurni-Lawrence Fund of the Monterey County**
Mr. & Mrs. Ray I. Barrs
Buccafurni-Lawrence Fund of the Monterey County Foundation for Monterey County
Mr. & Mrs. Max D. Tybroski

**General Scholarship Fund**
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Mr. & Mrs. Ray L. Barrs
Buccafurni-Lawrence Fund of the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Marcantonio
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Maturino
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
Palma Christian Brothers Community
PG & E Corporation Foundation
Richard & Renate Soares

**Hispanic Heritage Scholarship Fund**
Gonzalez & Associates Insurance Services, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Ramon Jimenez
Richard & Renate Soares

**Other Restricted Donations**
Anonymous (3)
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Lou & Carol Calcagno
Cook’s Photography
John D’Arrigo ’76 & Sandy D’Arrigo
Mr. & Mrs. John DeSantis
Gabitan Rock, INC.
Pezzini Berry Farms
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Powers, Sr.
Mr. Mark Pura
Mr. & Mrs. Tomas Reyes
Taylor Farms

**Marc Tunzi ’76 & Danielle Acton**
Michael & Janet Valentin
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Valigos
Br. Ross Wielatz, C.F.C.
Michael Zanger ’82 & Brenda Zanger

**Gifts In Kind**
Donations of non-monetary gifts such as items for school events, equipment & special services are greatly appreciated.
American Supply Company
Mrs. Maria Anderson
Ausonio Incorporated
Big Joe’s BBQ
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Broom
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Carroll
Mrs. Dell Carter
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Conrad
Cook’s Photography
CrossFit Salinas Valley
Data Flow Business Systems
Mr. & Mrs. Ismael De Guzman
Del-Farm INC.
Dynamic Food Group
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Enz
L J & F Farms
La Cas Sorrento Pizzeria & Wine Bar
Laurel Inn Hotel & Conference Center
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Leliart
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Lopez
Mann Packing Company Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Micheletti
Nunes Company Inc.
Otteleach Olsen & Ray LLP
Paraiso Vineyards
Private Spring Water Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Shawn Russell
Scheid Vineyards, Inc.
Silva Farms
Slakey Brothers
Mr. & Mrs. David Soares
Mr. & Mrs. Bryan Sutherland
Taylor Farms
Thermo King of Salinas, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Val
Zeph’s 1 Stop

**Matching Gifts From Corporations**
Palma is most grateful to the following companies & corporations for their continued generosity & support through their matching gift programs.
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Driscoll’s
Graniterock
PG & E Corporation Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation Educational Matching Gift Program

**In Honor of Joseph J. Annotti’s ’75 Birthday**
Cliff & Jo Cracknell
In Honor of Jackson Calder ’14
Ms. Virginia Calder
In Honor of Jerome Carlisle ’01
Ol Kwok Ching
In Honor of Katrina Carmichael ND ’02 Alumnus Cheerleader
Lynn & Robin Carmichael
In Honor of Paul Castagneto ’69
Mike & Peggy Torpey
In Honor of Class of 2010
Mr. Guy J. Varley
In Honor of Class of 2012
Mr. & Mrs. Leyton Felix
In Honor of Andrew Dankworth ’13
Mr. & Mrs. John Roth
In Honor of Wesley Daoro ’12 & Bradley Daoro ’16
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Daoro
In Honor of Alec Dominy ’11
Ms. Kendal Whitney
In Honor of Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
Jim & Sally Conrad
J.A. & Nettie Ferrasci
Mr. & Mrs. George Garibay
The Schaper Family
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Steinbach
In Honor of Andrea Fanoe
Tom Fanoe ’64 & Ann Fanoe
In Honor of Elias Godoy Jr. ’13
Leidi & Elias Godoy
In Honor of Cindy Hontalas ’11
Jean Hontalas
In Honor of Konner Holzwart ’10
Mrs. Connie Chester
In Honor of Curtis Jessen ’11
John & Judy Jessen
In Honor of Jim Leach ’11
Jean Hontalas
In Honor of Christopher Martinez ’14
Ms. Kendal Whitney
In Honor of the John McCarthy Family
Patrick & Karen Lopes
In Honor of Casey McFarland ’00
Mr. & Mrs. Craig McFarland
In Honor of Ryan Morrison ’11
Vance & Libby Morrisson
In Honor of Corin Hamilton ’08 & Nathaniel Hamilton ’10
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Rios
In Honor of Michael Hayford ’13
Mr. Warren J. Hayford
In honor of all past & present Palma Brothers & Teachers
David Fontes
In Honor of Michael Robertson ’14
Ms. Leane Fox
In Honor of Garrett Salazar ’16
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Kinsey
In Honor of Mr. & Mrs. K.P. Singh
Rian ’09 & Shivan ’12 Singh
In Honor of Aaron Thummel ’05
Mr. & Mrs. Heinz Thummel
In Honor of Elliot Vallesio ’02
Louis J. & Jane A. Vallesio
In Honor of Austin Walter ’11
John & Judy Jessen
In Honor of Daniel Wege
Mrs. Helen Wege
In Memory of Dennis Adams Sr.
Dennis Adams, Jr. ’03
In Memory of Frank Angelo
Brenda Angelo
Howie W. Angelo ’01
Joseph Angelo ’99
In Memory of Robert Barich ’73
Michael Lauritsen ’73 & Lynne Lauritsen
In Memory of Don Barsotti
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Gibbons
In Memory of Patrick Burke ’77
Ms. Karen Binkow
Doug Classen ’77 & Laurie Classen
Sam & Gigi Eastman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hartmeier
Ms. Catherine Hughes
Mr. & Mrs. Harry E. McDonald
Gene & Bonnie Nielsen
Mr. & Mrs. Ned Purdom
Mr. & Mrs. William Ramsey
Mr. & Mrs. Steve A. Reclusado
Judge & Mrs. Raymond Simmons
In Memory of Shirley Clayton
John & Gail DeLorey
Sam & Gigi Eastman
Henry M. Gowan ’76
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
In Memory of John Carnazzo
Anthony Carnazzo ’01
Ms. Cristina Carnazzo
Mr. & Mrs. S. David Ruccello
In Memory of Marie Cling
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Quintan, III
In Memory of Arlene Conn
James T. Conn
In Memory of Bernard Corpuz ’95
Chris Dennis-Strathmeyer ‘96 & Marisa Dennis-Strathmeyer
In Memory of Br. Frank Dalton
Christopher Mulé ’92 & Kerri Mulé
In Memory of Patricia De Lormier
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
In Memory of Charlene DePratti
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gularte
In Memory of Evelyn Dillehay
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Marcantionio
In Memory of Kathleen & Edward J. Dunne
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
In Memory of Chuck Filice
Kay Filice
In Memory of William Flory
Sam & Gigi Eastman
In Memory of Tokiko Takahashi Flowers
Mr. Gerald Flowers
In Memory of Amadeus Fredrickson
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Fredrickson
In Memory of Noah Fredrickson
Mr. & Mrs. Todd Fredrickson
In Memory of Gino Fortino
Dennis Holthouse ’59 & Beverly (Stolich) Holthouse ’59
In Memory of Donald L. Fordham
James Fordham ’82
In Memory of Lawrence Gowin
Br. Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
In Memory of Carlos Gutierrez
Corey Shropshire & Maria Turrett-Shropshire
In Memory of Richard Hack
David Herbert ’61 & Sherry Herbert
In Memory of Mary Katherine Holzhausen
Gary & Leslie Holzhausen
In Memory of Allan Johnson
Agricultural Services Certified Organic
Joe Alarid ’77 & Penny Alarid
Mr. Burton Anderson
Bengard Ranch, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Bengard
Mrs. Elyse Burke
Mr. & Mrs. James A. Caraccioli
Ms. Gloria Cole
Miss Kathi Cole
Ms. Janet Davila
John & Gail DeLorey
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Felice
Mr. & Mrs. Antonio Filice
Erma Franscioni & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Franscioni
Mr. & Mrs. George Garibay
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Giordano
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Griva
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Gularte
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gularte
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Helfrich
Charlie Hitchcock ’70
Mrs. Merilyn Hobbs
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Jensen
Bill & Jean Johnson
Dennis & Carol Johnson
Ruth Johnson
Mr. James Johnson & Mrs. Joanne Taylor-Johnson
Jeff & Tracy Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Art Kong & Family
Mr. & Mrs. C.E. Little
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
Mr. & Mrs. Harry E. McDonald
Mike Middaugh ’65 & Diane Middaugh
Gene & Bonnie Nielsen
Nancy Reif Nunes ’61
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Nunes
Mr. Thomas P. Nunes, Sr.
Ocean Mist Farms
Joe Pezzini ’77 & Mary Pezzini
Joe Piedmonte ’77 & Guiseppina Piedmonte
Mr. Edward Porter
Mr. & Mrs. William Ramsey
Roy Alspop Pump & Drilling, INC.
Hugo & Theresa Scattini
Louise Tamagni & Family
Mrs. Eileen Thomas
Ms. Joanne B. Tregenza
Mr. Lawrence L. Vera, Jr.
Hector Villalobos ’70 & Donna Villalobos
Alice (Richardson) Wilson ’64 & Howard Wilson
In Memory of Maureen Kelly ’61
Edward M. Kelly
In Memory of Mrs. Linda Kitahara
Ms. Chiyouko Ishibashi
In Memory of Seymour Klein, Hazel Klein, & Fred Norton
Mark & Marcy Klein
In Memory of Shirley Knappe
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
In Memory of Mary Lenehan
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Regester
In Memory of William Lewis ’58
Brian P. Cahill ’63
Gina’s Pesto Sauce
In Memory of Mickey Linehan ’12
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Riordan
Rian ’09 & Shivan ’12 Singh
In Memory of Daniel Merke
Mrs. Elyse Burke
In Memory of Paul Micheletti
Mr. Mel Micheletti
In Memory of Victor & Louise Molinari
John & Bonnie Molinari
In Memory of Amy Mustain
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gularte
In Memory of Egidio ’Gene’ Oliverio
John & Gail DeLorey
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
In Memory of John Ottone
Mr. & Mrs. Bryan Sutherland
In Memory of Stephen Pybas ’83
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Taylor
In Memory of Jeanette & Alfredo Reclusado
Geno Boggiaitto ’05
In Memory of Howard Rose
Brenda Angelo
Howie W. Angelo ’01
Joseph Angelo ’99
In Memory of Todd Rubio ’87
Daniel Jaramillo ’93
In Memory of Dorothy Ryan
Mrs. Anne Brown
Mrs. Elyse Burke
Dolores L. Colburn
John & Gail DeLorey
Jennie Frassetto
Gregory Gorman ’70 & Shirley Gorman
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Helfrich
Jean Hontalas
Mrs. Alda Laurison
Mr. Carl S. Maggio
Mr. & Mrs. Harry E. McDonald
Noland, Hamerly, Etienne, & Hess
Jonathan Ryan ’73 & Leanne Ryan
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
Judge & Mrs. Raymond Simmons
Mr. & Mrs. Eldon R. Smith
In Memory of Thais Attinger Salmina
Bill Salmina ’58 & Judy Salmina
In Memory of Cole Sargenti
David Sargenti ’93 & Stacy Sargenti
In Memory of Vincent ‘Bink’ Sauret ’62
Mrs. Patricia Sauret
In Memory of Andy Schafer
Mrs. Lucille Scattini
In Memory of Frances Sbrana Sgeiheza
Ms. Shirley Lewis
Mr. David Marshall
In Memory of Ramsis Tawfik
Mr. & Mrs. Ramy Tawfik
In Memory of Nathan Thomas
Shelly & Bill Scott
In Memory of Walt Tschumperlin
Marie Tschumperlin ’63
In Memory of Rena Tunzi
Marc Tunzi ’76 & Danielle Acton
In Memory of David Vasquez ’90
Mrs. Lynn Kennedy
In Memory of Clarence & Rose Vosti
Elaine, Kristi & Stephen Dotseth
In Memory of Rose Voto Vosti
John & Mary Ann McCarthy
In Memory of Harvey Willrodt
John & Gail DeLorey
Jennie Frassetto
Paul Johnson ’69 & Donna Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Art Kong & Family

In Memoriam
Palma holds the families of the following alumni in its thoughts and prayers.

Joe Scales ’60 – April 15, 2011
Patrick Burke ’77 – June 15, 2011
Sydney Darington ’82 – July 21, 2011
Lost Alumni

The following Alumni are considered “lost” by the Alumni Relations Office, meaning that no current contact information is available for them. If you know, or are one of these individuals, please contact the Alumni Relations Office at 831-422-2309 or alumni@palmaschool.org.

1955
Stephen Avina
Penny Hersey

1957
John Fitzpatrick
Gloria Navalta

1958
Dora Scarpino

1959
Karen Clark
Stephen Clarke
Ailda Hurtado

1960
Shirley Downs
Edward Spencer
Michael Ullmann

1961
Geoffrey Hains
Jerry Janoski
Louis Lopez
James Reed
Erin Ross

1962
Karen Alexander
William Cowie
Olivia Favela
Joanne Frazure
Judy Kristofferson
Maggie Matthews
David Mitchell
Christine Salgado
Nancy Wilson-Rush

1963
Charlotte Allan
Mary Ellen Austin
Mrs. Mary Ellen Briel
Pat Carr
Richard Duron
Judy Ferris
Kathy Friedrickson-Boswell

1964
John D. Bell
Richard Bo
Kevin Callahan
John Collins
Timothy Dixon
Jennifer Copley
Henry Davila
Nicholas Lumsden
William Matthews

1965
James Churchill
Gary Grimes
Patrick McGrath
John Powers
John Rothstein
Matthew Stevens
Richard Thorup

1966
Richard Baxter
Robert F. Lindstrand
William Powell
Albert Rocamora
Daniel Sanchez

1967
John Carrillo
Paul Cava
William Collins
Thomas Diggins
John Grant
Bradley Johnson
Thomas Lee
Charles Marriott
Glenn Myrsk
Mark Rothstein

1968
Kevin J. Cassidy
David Hughes
William McClure

1969
David Barlogio
John Benoit
Kevin Bowen

1970
David Cooper
Kevin Foster
John Garcia
John Heidinger
Dave Kennedy
Marc Kirch
Harry Pilkington
Chris Russell
John Serrato
Jerry Tovey

1971
Sammy Alamillo
Joe Bowman
Tom Fitzgerald
Joe Gabriel
Chuck Martin
Frank McGuire
Mike Nye
Ray Salazar
Dan Umatomo
Tom Wecker

1972
Tom Deschler
Kevin Dunn
Eric Eckhart
John Edwards
Guy Elia
John Farina
John Hitchcock
Robert Jefferis
Carl A. Lindstrom Jr.
Corey Marshall

1973
Pat Bowman
Fermin De Guzman
Paul Drummie
Bill Guilford
Joseph Lacaze
Andrew Nye
Richard Potter
William H. Smith
Tim Workman

1974
Jim Echeveria
Anthony Ellis
Pedro Liano

1975
Kenneth F. Henke
Michael Higuera
Mike Horn
Gary Lindstrom
Thomas Link
Joe Liu
Glenn Markle
David D. Martinez, Jr.
Stephen Quinn
Glenn H. Smith
William Thompson
Gustavo Zavala

1976
Keith C. Bentley
Lerom T. Berclla
Michael Cooper
Gary Nelson
Kevin T. O’Kane
Thomas Quinn
Farhad Sadeghi
Mark Stoffers

1977
Bill Archuleta
Larry Boughton
Reg Bravo
Jim Dion
Lynn Garcia
Scott Mitchell
Jonn Nogge
Darrel Roberts
David Truman
Javier Zavala

1978
Benjamin Benafiel
Lloyd Fiorio
Darrel Gorse
Tim Hamby
Eric Hoff
Jeffrey Jones
David McDonald
Timothy McQuire
Sjoa Sepehri
Paul Stanford
Andrew Toms
Carl Vucinich
Lindsay Wheeler

1979
Ed Broome
Joe Costa
Don Fleming
David King
Douglas MacMillan
James Mary
Pat Nelson
Zahid Noorani
Dan Quinn
Mark Robbins
Mohammad Shakouri

1980
Steve Friedman
James Liu
Thomas McCann
Fred Redick

1981
Scott D. Anderson
Mike Bendle
Jeffrey Demers
Matt Flores
Paul Moscovic
Marciano Pitarque
Randell Reinhardt
Mark Schlatter
Shahrokh Shakouri
Ron Whitehead
Greg Whitfield

1982
Syd Darington
Chris Goldman
David Moore
Chris Napolitano
Greg Souza

1983
Dwayne Castronova
Fel Cruz
Sean Decker
Alfonso Fillion
Michael Fonsaugh
Thomas Goodnow
Layton Han
Eric Lottemoser
Richard Martinez
Kevin Roberts
Sean Ryan
Jack Smiley
Donald WALLS II

1984
Mike Barlait
Jeffrey C. Carr
Chris Castillo
Wayne Denson
Peter Donnelly
Jim Echorsz
David Feernea
Fred Fox
Ron Hendricks
Steve Shaffer
Brian Souza, Sr.
Scott Stoddard
Antonio Vela
Ted Wood

1985
Michael Clune
Robert James
Julian Liu
Jefferson Louie
David S. Martinez
Anthony Miller
Michael O’Grady
Alan Reade
Edward Smick
David Souza
Joseph Toan

1986
Joseph Amader
Mark G. Andrade
James Branden
Jeffrey Buttel
Shawn Farrell
Sean Gillis
James Icard
Roger Muro
James Quares
Timothy Wood

1987
Curt Cornell
Alan Devilliers
Jason Fogle
Kenneth James
Matthew Riddell
Carl Sutton
Kurt White
Kenny Yun

1988
Matthew Dean
Douglas Gray
Richard Harris
David Hoey
Miguel Lopez-Vigo
Bryan Macon
Jason Phillips
Shayne Somavia

1989
Ricardo Gonzales
Alexander Hahm
Robert Icard
Andrew James

1990
Monell Angeles
Jonathon Baker
Matthew P. Eaton
Joseph Drilling
Christopher S. Lee
Jason Martin
Garin Ranzenberger
Andrew Shaw

1991
David Apo
Eric Aspden
Jason Bone
Joseph Drilling
Christopher S. Lee
Jason Martin
Garin Ranzenberger
Andrew Shaw

1992
Juan P. Aguilera
Luis J. Arellano
Kenneth Young Jr.

1993
Casey M. Kelly
Bryan Leonard
Cristian Martinez
Chael L. Rubalcava

1994
Shayne Somavia
Joseph Hoey
Richard Harris
Matthew Herbert
Jason Shin

1995
Marcus A. Barbosa
Steven Jackson
Charles S. Park
Saam Shahbazi
Scott Sierra
Stephen Spadoni

1996
David Donahue
Leonie Magfalt
Joseph Quinones
Brandon Young

1997
Austin Saunders

1998
Tylar Case
Cody Leitevere
Andrew Reyes

1999
Nathan Ramirez

2000
Jonathan C. Baptista
Vincent Barrientos
Christopher Boyd
Jason R. Brunson
Andrew J. Corlett
David M. Creager
Christopher S. Lee
Jason Martin
Garin Ranzenberger
Andrew Shaw

2001
Luis J. Arellano
Kenneth Young Jr.

2002
Ranch Birch
Travis Gibson

2003
Austin Saunders

2004
David Donahue
Leonie Magfalt
Joseph Quinones
Brandon Young

2005
Austin Saunders

2006
Tylar Case
Cody Leitevere
Andrew Reyes

2007
Nathan Ramirez

2008
Austin Saunders

2009
Austin Saunders

2010
Austin Saunders

2011
Austin Saunders

2012
Austin Saunders

2013
Austin Saunders
A much-needed renovation of the gym floor took place over the summer. The home of Palma basketball and volleyball was completely refurbished and is now ready to host athletic competitions, rallies and assemblies for the next generation of Chieftains.
From the Archives: Lawrence Viole (left) talks with Monsignor Thomas Earley in what is now the Palma Gymnasium. Originally constructed in 1951 as an auditorium, the space was quickly converted to accommodate Palma’s Basketball team.
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